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·1· · · · MS. WHITE: Good afternoon Honorable Board DPD

·2· ·executives and all meeting attendees. I will move right

·3· ·into the reminders for virtual meeting on Zoom.us. And

·4· ·just a few notes Honorable Board. You have received your

·5· ·incoming correspondence the Board’s weekly packet for

·6· ·this week sent out both Tuesday and also today. So please

·7· ·refer to your meeting packet as well as the additional

·8· ·email correspondences that were sent to you. Okay, again

·9· ·welcome to the Detroit Board of Police Commissioners

10· ·Meeting and please not the following reminders for

11· ·meeting on zoom.us. A message regarding zoom policies:

12· ·attendees do not need to identify themselves unless they

13· ·would like to make a comment. Attendees can phone in to

14· ·the meeting and phone numbers will be masked by zoom.

15· · · · If attendees join in by computer without a zoom

16· ·account, they may be prompted for a name and email. The

17· ·email is not visible to panelists or attendees. This is a

18· ·prompt from zoom, not the city of Detroit. Additionally,

19· ·the email address does not need to be your true email

20· ·address. It can be none@none.com or anything similar will

21· ·be fine for logging in.

22· · · · A reminder about the meeting forum. As a reminder,

23· ·please adhere to the Board's Bylaws and zoom's policies

24· ·of using this forum appropriately. Failure to adhere to

25· ·the policies will result in dismissal from the meeting.



·1· ·Accessing zoom platforms requires adherence to all

·2· ·policies.

·3· · · · Regarding BOPC contact information, please contact

·4· ·the Board’s administrative office at 313) 596-1830. The

·5· ·email address is bopc@DetroitMi.gov. Regarding complaint

·6· ·investigations, please contact the office of the chief

·7· ·investigator to file a non-criminal complaint. And the

·8· ·24-hour complaint line is: (313) 596-2499. The fax number

·9· ·is (313) 596-2482. And please visit the board’s website

10· ·at detroitmi.gov/BOPC.

11· · · · Regarding BOPC information resources, please visit

12· ·the city’s website at detroitmi.gov/BOPC to find the

13· ·meeting calendar minutes, reports, presentations, draft

14· ·policy directives, video links and much more. Please also

15· ·join the email list for weekly agendas. And you may

16· ·contact us at BOPC@Detroitmi.gov, or you may call (313)

17· ·596-1830 and provide your email address to get the draft

18· ·agenda, distributed each Tuesday to over 360 people. Also

19· ·subscribe to GovDelivery where there are over 6,800

20· ·people now receive BOPC news alerts and draft agendas.

21· ·Please also sign up on the Detroitmi.gov homepage for

22· ·more information. Also the BOPC Zoom link and other

23· ·information is also available on the Board’s Facebook

24· ·page.

25· · · · Regarding public comments instructions, the virtual



·1· ·meeting will use a forum for public comments and you can

·2· ·sign up on Smartsheet without an email address. The board

·3· ·of police commissioners allows one hour from 3:00 to 4:00

·4· ·PM for the public to request to speak during public

·5· ·comments or oral communications on the agenda. To make a

·6· ·request without Smartsheet, meeting participants may use

·7· ·the "raise hand" icon on the website, or they may press

·8· ·star nine (*9) on the telephone.

·9· · · · And also important reminders for public comments.

10· ·Upon joining the meeting, participants will join the

11· ·meeting muted. Please do not start your video unless

12· ·invited to do so by the host. Video, images, or

13· ·unprotected speech deemed inappropriate by the Chair will

14· ·result in your dismissal from the meeting. Remember that

15· ·you may complete the Smartsheet form. Remember you may

16· ·use the Zoom controls on your computer screen to “raise

17· ·hand,” or you may dial star nine (*9) from a mobile

18· ·device. You may use any one of these options by 4:00 PM

19· ·to be acknowledged for public comments.

20· · · · And lastly regarding public comment, each speaker

21· ·will have two minutes to speak. The BOPC staff will

22· ·acknowledge each speaker. We ask that you remain

23· ·respectful and professional and refrain from violating

24· ·the Board's Bylaws, zoom's terms of services, and other

25· ·relevant laws and ordinances, which are posted on all



·1· ·meeting access forums.

·2· · · · At this time, please silence your phones and other

·3· ·background sounds to prevent interrupting the meeting.

·4· · · · MRS. WHITE: Also Honorable Board, please note that

·5· ·Deputy Chief Marlon Wilson will be representing Chief

·6· ·Craig today and now, Chairperson Bell.

·7· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Ms. White. Good

·8· ·afternoon Commissioners and Deputy Chief Wilson and all

·9· ·others who are on this call. I am your Chair, Willie Bell

10· ·representing District 4. I want to say on the offset with

11· ·all the issues we are dealing with I want to state that

12· ·mutual trust and respect between police and community is

13· ·critical to effective law enforcement, distrust, impedes

14· ·police effort to control crime. Civilian oversight,

15· ·increased public trust in police by helping to improve

16· ·the quality of internal investigation and assure the

17· ·public that investigation has been done fairly,

18· ·thoroughly, and objectively. I just want to set the tone

19· ·of why are we convening this meeting. I'm going to ask

20· ·for an invocation from Chaplain Kurt Goodlow, it's good

21· ·to see you, sir, and shortly we should hear from you.

22· ·Thank you. You have the floor.

23· · · · CHAPLAIN GOODLOW: Thank you Commissioners again for

24· ·this opportunity. Let us go to the throne in prayer. All

25· ·hearts and minds, please be clear. Eternally God in the



·1· ·heavens, we thank you. We praise and honor you for your

·2· ·mercy and sustaining power. We ask Father that you would

·3· ·extend your grace heavenly Father on the Police

·4· ·Commissioner's meeting today, and all those who are

·5· ·participating, especially the Detroit police leadership,

·6· ·the entire Detroit Police Department, and of course our

·7· ·community. We ask that all things are done decently,

·8· ·orderly, and with love. And that the business of the

·9· ·meeting is touched by your loving hands, oh Father.

10· ·Finally, we ask of your power Father God to stem this

11· ·academic plague. And we commend Chief Craig and the

12· ·police department for remembering the life of young

13· ·Skylar Herbert who lost her life to COVID-19 but lives

14· ·forever in our hearts and for naming a room posthumously

15· ·and her honor. And when we leave this place, oh God, but

16· ·never from your presence, we thank you God, for keeping

17· ·your hand on this city, the Board Police Commissioners,

18· ·Detroit Police Department, and the citizens of Detroit.

19· ·We asked these blessings and more in the mighty matchless

20· ·magnificent name of Jesus, let us all say Amen.

21· · · · ALL: Amen.

22· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Commissioners were

23· ·going to have the roll call for your attendance. I'm

24· ·going to start with District 1. District 2.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Attorney Linda Bernard. Good



·1· ·afternoon everyone. I'm looking forward to a fruitful

·2· ·meeting. Thank you Mr. Chairman.

·3· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, District 3.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Hello everybody. I'm

·5· ·Commissioner Shirley Burch of District 3. Please respect

·6· ·and love where you live.

·7· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. District 5, District 6,

·8· ·Lisa Carter will be joining us. She said she would be a

·9· ·little late. District 7.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Good afternoon, everyone. This

11· ·is Police Commissioner William Davis. Officers, please

12· ·love where you work and our people.

13· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. At-Large Commissioner

14· ·Hernandez. At-Large Commissioner Jones.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Good afternoon, everyone. I'm

16· ·Police Commissioner, Martin Jones wishing everybody a

17· ·great and prosperous day and hope for a great and

18· ·prosperous meeting before the community and our City of

19· ·Detroit.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. At-Large Commissioner,

21· ·Reverend Holley.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Jim

23· ·Holley, here, present and accounted for.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Last but not least the

25· ·Vice-Chair.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLT: Good afternoon, Honorable Board

·2· ·of Police Commissioners, citizens of the City of Detroit,

·3· ·and of course, our men and women in blue. I am Annie Mae

·4· ·Holt, Commissioner, Vice-Chair, At-Large.

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Ms. White.

·6· · · · MRS. WHITE: Mr. Chair, you do have a quorum.

·7· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. The next item will be

·8· ·approval of the Minutes form - I'm sorry, it's good. I'm

·9· ·moving too fast. The approval of April 15, 2021 agenda.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: So moved.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Support.

12· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: It's been properly moved and

13· ·supported. Discussion. Those in favor, Aye. Aye.

14· · · · ALL: Aye.

15· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Those oppose? The motion carries.

16· ·The next item would be approval of Minutes for April 8th,

17· ·2021. Are there any correction or addition to the

18· ·Minutes?

19· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Move for approval Mr.

20· ·Chairman.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Support.

22· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Second.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: It has been moved and supported.

24· ·Discussion. Those in favor. Aye.

25· · · · ALL: Aye.



·1· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: The motion carries. Opposition and

·2· ·opposition. I think we've carried it. Okay. Thank you.

·3· ·We're going to hear from Ms. White, Interim Board

·4· ·Secretary.

·5· · · · MRS. WHITE: Through the Chair, the Department of

·6· ·Innovation and Technology is monitoring and recording the

·7· ·Board's meeting today and our court reporter is Mr. Don

·8· ·Handyside and the following Board staff members are in

·9· ·attendance today. Mr. Robert Brown, Administrative

10· ·Specialist, Ms. Teresa Blossom, Community Relations

11· ·Coordinator, Ms. Jonya Underwood, Administrative

12· ·Assistant, Director Katrina Patillo, representing Police,

13· ·HR Division, Interim Chief Investigator Lawrence Akbar,

14· ·Supervising Investigator Ainsley Cromwell, Supervising

15· ·Investigator LiSonya Sloan, Senior Investigator Rosalia

16· ·Madrigal and Assistant Corporation Counsel, Ericka Savage

17· ·Whitley are all in attendance today. Thank you.

18· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you to all welcoming and

19· ·thank you for your attendance. Sitting in for Chief Craig

20· ·is Deputy Chief Wilson and you have the floor, sir.

21· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Thank you. Through the Chair,

22· ·I'd like to introduce those from the department who are

23· ·joining me. We have Captain Aric Tosqui, Crime

24· ·Intelligence Bureau. We have Director Christopher

25· ·Graveline, from our Professional Standards Bureau. We



·1· ·have DC Grant Ha, who was the department's Legal Advisor

·2· ·and Captain Lena Liddell of Professional Standards, DPOA,

·3· ·Vice-President, Ron Thomas, Lieutenant Ricket of Front

·4· ·Crime Intelligence, Lieutenant Coles from Recruiting,

·5· ·Lieutenant Sharon McClure from Chief's Neighborhood

·6· ·Liaison, Sergeant Terry Kennedy from Crime Intelligence

·7· ·Bureau, Sergeant Felisha Jewel, Sergeant Glen Anderson

·8· ·from Recruiting, and lastly, Sergeant Gwendolyn Stokes.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Deputy Chief. We

10· ·appreciate you and I acknowledge all of those on tender

11· ·from DPD staff.

12· · · · MRS. WHITE: Through the Chair.

13· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: yes, ma'am.

14· · · · MRS. WHITE: Excuse me, Commissioner Burton has also

15· ·arrived. So he is here at this time.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. We have any elected

17· ·officials or representatives, Mrs. White.

18· · · · MRS. WHITE: Yes. Ms. Maria Overall of State

19· ·Representative Carter's Office is also present. Thank

20· ·you.

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you for your attendance. So

22· ·I guess the next item is my report. Sadly, America has

23· ·witnessed another senseless killing by police of Daunte

24· ·Wright. A black male now dead at age 20 after a traffic

25· ·stop or driving with an expired license plate and with an



·1· ·air freshener hanging from his rearview mirror. I looked

·2· ·that air freshener up. I didn't know it was such a

·3· ·glaring issue for police stop to take plates in this

·4· ·country. It's amazing to me that something that small

·5· ·would generate such scrutiny or excuse for police

·6· ·scrutiny and other States have dealt with that. It's

·7· ·supposed to be obstructing your view, but I'm just amazed

·8· ·looking it up in terms of the encounter and the lawsuit

·9· ·in cases that have been dealing with that. The

10· ·resignation by both the Brooklyn Center, Minnesota police

11· ·officer, and his police chief do not resolve the great

12· ·injustice of Mr. Wright and his family, nor these

13· ·resignations answered the urgent need to address the

14· ·problems with the use of force in America, particularly

15· ·against people of color over minor offenses, unlike the

16· ·death of George Floyd, and Mr. Wright, and far too many

17· ·others become rare incidents. The Board of Police

18· ·Commissioners calls for federal standards and monitoring

19· ·to ensure accountability and police agency across the

20· ·country after the death of Mr. Floyd and Mr. Wright and

21· ·far too many others become a rare incident. I just want

22· ·to give you a few updates.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: I would like to thank our entire

24· ·staff again for their hard work, dedication, and

25· ·steadfast commitment to the City of Detroit and the Board



·1· ·of Police Commission. Regarding personnel issues, we are

·2· ·scheduled to go into a closed session to learn additional

·3· ·updates. Regarding our budget, agent CFO, Mr. James

·4· ·George will provide us with updates in the future, once

·5· ·the city budget is reviewed and finalized. We have a

·6· ·presentation from Crime Intelligence Captain Tosqui and

·7· ·his team. Unfinished business, we have Mars Towing

·8· ·matter. Captain Michael Parish and Assistant Corporation

·9· ·Counsel, Ms. Whitley will be speaking to that. I just

10· ·want to do a little housekeeping here.

11· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: When a member violates X one

12· ·conduct meeting of the bylaws, in an effort to ensure

13· ·professional tactful, and successful Board meetings and

14· ·proper meeting decorum, I am asking for the Board full

15· ·cooperation today and moving forward in holding a more

16· ·professional Board business meeting. The Board meetings

17· ·are significantly important, especially in today's time.

18· ·We all work on behalf of the community and stakeholders

19· ·to ensure better policing, accountable and transparent

20· ·policing, and efficient delivery of police oversight

21· ·service today. And moving forward, I continue to

22· ·emphasize the importance of listening to each other,

23· ·respecting one another, and prioritizing the business at

24· ·hand. It is urgent that we work together to ensure we

25· ·build better bridges and connections between the police



·1· ·and the community. We will continue to uphold safe lawful

·2· ·transparency policing as we work to build a safer

·3· ·community. Starting today, I will be enforcing Article

·4· ·11, conduct a meeting by bylaws. I will give two warnings

·5· ·in the event of a disruption or breach of order. After a

·6· ·speaker received two warnings, on the third breach of

·7· ·order, I would entertain a motion to remove the speaker

·8· ·from the meeting. We will take a vote to determine

·9· ·whether the speaker will be removed from the meeting. If

10· ·the vote pass, the speaker would be muted and the camera

11· ·would be disabled. Pursuant to Article 11, section E,

12· ·once the Chairperson declares a breach of order, a

13· ·penalty may be imposed by a majority vote to quiet a

14· ·noncompliant Board member to leave for the remainder of

15· ·the meeting. I will notify the speaker, they are in

16· ·violation of our bylaws and that they are not speaking

17· ·through the Chair regarding waiting to be recognized to

18· ·speak for the Commissioner by the Chair. Please raise

19· ·your hand in Zoom, and I will knowledge you to speak.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Please be reminded that you must

21· ·wait to be recognized by the Chair. You must speak

22· ·through the Chair and not directly to the official you

23· ·are attempting to address. Vice-Chair Holt will be

24· ·keeping a record - next speaker, if I miss someone. I'm

25· ·giving her that official capacity. She's smiling.



·1· ·Commissioners will be called on raising a hand to be a

·2· ·knowledge. If you determined that the department of the

·3· ·center requires more time to research and answer or

·4· ·provide additional information. Where there are numerous

·5· ·questions, ask for the questions in writing. We asked you

·6· ·a patient receiving those answered in writing. I will

·7· ·request the Commissioner to please submit the question in

·8· ·writing to ensure that sufficient time is allowed to

·9· ·research and provide a response to the Board of

10· ·Commissioners. Regarding motion, also, you have the same

11· ·form for motion. If a Commissioner would like to speak,

12· ·please use your hand to do so.

13· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Also if it is a multi- motion or

14· ·lengthy motion, I respectfully request the Commissioner

15· ·to submit the question motion in advance in writing to

16· ·the full Board, to ensure accuracy with the meeting

17· ·Minutes and ensure whether the Board is able to follow a

18· ·motion. Moving forward, we will not allow personal

19· ·attacks about members of this body because it's out of

20· ·order. We respect each other throughout this process.

21· ·This is an expectation that we would have of each other,

22· ·for the people who attend this meeting. If I determine

23· ·that this meeting is becoming out of order, I will call

24· ·for recess until everyone has calmed down and returned to

25· ·a proper meeting decorum. Conclusion. I thank you in



·1· ·advance for your cooperation and understanding. If you

·2· ·would like further information, please refer to the

·3· ·Board's bylaws and Robert Rules of Order. In addition to

·4· ·that, when we get into questions and answers of a

·5· ·Commissioner responding, I hope to give you three

·6· ·minutes.

·7· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: I'm going to ask Ms. Blossom and

·8· ·Ms. Holt to help monitor that. If you take three minutes,

·9· ·no more. If less, then yield. This is a standard format.

10· ·We are just trying to bring orders, my brothers and

11· ·sisters. The public wants this and they demand this and

12· ·DPD demands this, and we should demand the same courtesy

13· ·that we of ourselves can conduct ourselves accordingly. I

14· ·cannot say this enough. This has been an issue for quite

15· ·some time, and we must end this. We must bring about some

16· ·conclusion. When we listened to the prayer, they always

17· ·pray for peace and calm and composure and respecting one

18· ·another. So I think we get that. That's why we have an

19· ·invocation to set the tone and we should be prayerful and

20· ·we should be thankful and respect one another as

21· ·Commissioner Shirley Burch say if we're talking about

22· ·love in the community and respect, and we don't have love

23· ·for one another, I don't understand that. I pray for my

24· ·entire Commissioners and my Board and their family each

25· ·and every day. I lift them up because that is the proper



·1· ·thing to do. I would hope you exchange that with me also.

·2· ·That is my closure and my remarks. If you have any

·3· ·questions or concerns at this time, would you raise that

·4· ·question or concern with me at this time? If not, thank

·5· ·you. We move on to the next item. We have the Resolution

·6· ·Skylar Herbert Roman at Detroit Public State Headquarter.

·7· ·Ms. White, how are we going to handle that?

·8· · · · MRS. WHITE: Yes,

·9· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Through the Chair. Commissioner

10· ·Davis - he raised his hand.

11· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am. Thank you.

12· ·Commissioner Davis.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Oh, well, sir, I just wanted to

14· ·say that hopefully, you will attempt to be a little bit

15· ·more fair, and more balanced because we should have a

16· ·right to raise objections, especially if it appears that

17· ·you have preferential treatment for some and not others.

18· ·Thank you.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Duly noted. I try my best to treat

20· ·all 10 Commissioners with love and respect, and I know

21· ·you're shaking your head. I can't respond to that. I just

22· ·say I try my best. Thank you. Now, Ms. White.

23· · · · MRS. WHITE: Yes. Through the Chair. First,

24· ·Commissioner Jesus Hernandez has arrived and Commissioner

25· ·Darryl Brown. They both are present at this time and also



·1· ·Community Advisory Chair, Scotty Bowman is also on the

·2· ·line and regarding the Resolution for today, it is being

·3· ·posted for the shared screen and it is the Honorable

·4· ·Board's pleasure who will read the Resolution, but it is

·5· ·now posted for everyone's viewing.

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Any volunteers?

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Through the Chair, I'd like that

·8· ·honor.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir. Go ahead.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Again, it's definitely an honor

11· ·to be able to read and support this Resolution for a

12· ·young hero, and our community and our young heroes have

13· ·to be recognized. It's too bad that we have to recognize

14· ·it in this particular way, but again, I'm honored to be

15· ·able to read this for you. Resolution supporting Skylar

16· ·Herbert Room, Public Safety Headquarters.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Whereas the Charter of the City

18· ·of Detroit endows the Board of Police Commissioners with

19· ·supervisory control and oversight of the Police

20· ·Department. Since its creation in 1974, the Board

21· ·traditionally has held its meetings at Police

22· ·Headquarters at 1300 Beaubien Street and, since 2013 at

23· ·the Detroit Public Safety Headquarters at 1301 Third

24· ·Street in Detroit.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: And whereas the Board



·1· ·traditionally met weekly in the Michigan Room of the

·2· ·Detroit Public Safety Headquarters on every Thursday at

·3· ·3:00 p.m. except the second Thursday, when the Board

·4· ·holds a monthly community meeting at various locations in

·5· ·the evening. However, the global pandemic make required

·6· ·the Board to observe public health precautions and to

·7· ·begin virtual meetings on April 2, 2020. Even as our

·8· ·community united in solidarity against new infectious and

·9· ·deadly COVID-19 virus, we began to suffer tremendous

10· ·painful losses through the disease.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: And, Whereas Detroit's own

12· ·Skylar Herbert became the first child in Michigan to

13· ·succumb from COVID-19 in April of 2020. At age 5, Skylar

14· ·was already a bright star, one who had heroes as parents.

15· ·A Detroit Police Officer for a mother and a Detroit

16· ·firefighter for a father. The Board of Police

17· ·Commissioners commends Skylar's parents, Eddie and

18· ·LaVondria Herbert for the strength, grace, and generosity

19· ·that they have shown in sharing their daughter's story to

20· ·help inform and educate the public, their commitment to

21· ·selfless service, shine, brightly in Skylar, and it is

22· ·befitting to rename the main public meeting space at

23· ·Detroit Public Safety Headquarters in Skyler's honor as

24· ·is home to both the police and fire headquarters. Now,

25· ·therefore, be it,



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: RESOLVED that the Detroit Board

·2· ·of Police Commissioners supports the renaming of the

·3· ·Michigan Room as the Skylar Herbert Room at the

·4· ·dedication ceremony held April the 7th, 2021. Upon return

·5· ·to in-person meetings, the Detroit Board of Police

·6· ·Commissioners will be humbled and honored to meet in the

·7· ·Skylar Herbert Room. The Board hopes all who gather in

·8· ·her room forever remember, and see to rise to the shining

·9· ·example set by young Skylar Herbert.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Through the Chair.

11· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am.

12· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: I move that we accept this

13· ·Resolution supporting the Skylar Herbert Room at Detroit

14· ·Public Safety Headquarters.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Support.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: It's been properly moved and

17· ·supported. Discussion. Those in favor. Aye.

18· · · · ALL: Aye.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Those opposed. Motion carries.

20· ·Thank you. Thank you, Commissioner Jones.

21· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Through the Chair.

22· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes ma'am.

23· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: I don't know. It appeared that

24· ·Commissioner Burton was trying to get your attention.

25· ·Maybe he didn't get the instructions on raising the hand,



·1· ·maybe.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Well,

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: My hand was up with my hands,

·4· ·but Mr. Chairman, I did have my hand up to be recognized

·5· ·for a discussion.

·6· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Commissioner Bell, you want to

·7· ·repeat how you want us to get your attention, please?

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Well,

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: My hand was up for discussion.

10· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: You're sort of dark on your screen

11· ·too, sir, real dark. I can't even see you. I see a

12· ·silhouette. Can you lighten it up?

13· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: About raising your hand, Chair

14· ·Bell.

15· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Raise your hand and Commission.

16· ·Holt is going to help me conduct this process. So but

17· ·your screen is so dark. We cannot, you're not visible.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, to my colleagues,

19· ·can you see this pen?

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I

21· ·think he doesn't understand. You want him to raise the

22· ·yellow hand?

23· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: The virtual hand.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, the virtual hand. Thank you.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes, the virtual hand. I'm



·1· ·sorry.

·2· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Right.

·3· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Thank you. If not, we

·4· ·move on.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Mr. Chairman.

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Can you just go and speak?

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: I'm sorry.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: There he is.

10· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes. Go ahead and speak, sir.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, you know I had my

12· ·hand up, my physical hand up for discussion, but I think

13· ·it was a great Resolution, but the Resolution was not

14· ·read properly. Commissioner Jones fumbled across words.

15· ·The word was 'became' not 'become.' And so I think when

16· ·we read Resolutions at this meeting, we have to read the

17· ·Resolution correctly for our listening audience, for our

18· ·viewers.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burton, it’s a minor

20· ·concern. I don't think you need to raise that issue, but

21· ·since you raised that issue, we try our best to read it

22· ·thoroughly. The Commissioners see it in writing, it is

23· ·there, let us move on. Thank you. The floor is now given

24· ·to DC Martin Wilson. Thank you, sir.

25· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Through the Chair. I'll start



·1· ·with the Chief's report out on updates on injured

·2· ·officers. Currently, we have Sergeant Michael Bailey

·3· ·who's currently assigned to the 7th Precinct. He's at

·4· ·home recovering from a leg injury. That's due to an

·5· ·injury he suffered on May 31st, 2020, while making an

·6· ·arrest. Next, we have Police Officer Jusuf Mannah. He's

·7· ·currently assigned to Task Force Administration. He's

·8· ·also recovering at home due to an on-duty accident that

·9· ·occurred on January 6th, 2021. And lastly, we have Police

10· ·Officer Gregory Bentley currently assigned to the 7th

11· ·Precinct. He's recovering at home with a leg injury due

12· ·to an injury he suffered on March 27, 2021. Next, I'll go

13· ·into crime stats. Currently year-to-date, we have 82

14· ·homicides, which is a 21% increase. We have 209 sexual

15· ·assaults, which is a 6% increase. Aggravated assaults

16· ·we're currently at 3,115, which is a 36% increase. Non-

17· ·fatal shootings, we're currently at 239, which is a 37%

18· ·increase.

19· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Robberies were at 381, which is

20· ·a reduction of 34%. Carjackings, we're currently at 62,

21· ·which is an increase of 35%. And that gives us an overall

22· ·part one violent crime increase of 21%. Next, I'll move

23· ·to property crimes. Burglaries were currently at 967,

24· ·which is a reduction of 38%. Larcenies we're at 2,571,

25· ·which is a 28% decrease. Auto thefts, we're currently at



·1· ·1,571, which is an 11% decrease, which gives us an

·2· ·overall part one property crime decrease of 26%. Our part

·3· ·one total violent and property crimes together. We're

·4· ·currently down 11%. On drag racing stats from the

·5· ·weekend, the enforcement detail conducted 103 traffic

·6· ·stops that resulted in 137 traffic citations being

·7· ·issued. 7 vehicles were impounded. Of those 7 vehicles, 1

·8· ·has been slated for forfeiture. 7 felony arrests were

·9· ·made that included 4 weapons being recovered. Lastly,

10· ·I'll give an update on our COVID stats. Currently, the

11· ·department has 67 members that are currently either

12· ·quarantine or isolated. Of those 67 members, 57 are

13· ·currently positive. That breakdown is as follows. Of the

14· ·57, 50 are police officers, 1 is of the rank detective, 2

15· ·are of the rank sergeant, we have 2 lieutenants and 11

16· ·civilians, and that will conclude my report. I'll answer

17· ·any questions the Board may have.

18· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioners, I see Commissioner

19· ·Holley, and we start off with Commissioner Holley. I just

20· ·want to say that Commissioner Davis, if you have a

21· ·question, if not, you can, in that three minutes, you can

22· ·cover whatever area you want with the DC. That is the

23· ·format we're trying to elaborate on. So Commissioner

24· ·Holley, you have the floor.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. DC,



·1· ·thank you so much for your report. When this report -

·2· ·what happened to him with the police officer, then with

·3· ·the one that this happened, My concern is what does the

·4· ·Chief say to a roll call to the other officers? I would

·5· ·like to have some, if there's some way that next week or

·6· ·something like 10 minutes, what does he say if roll call

·7· ·that's about issues like what just happened in this last

·8· ·police killing? Is that proper, Mr. Chairman.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

10· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: And I'll take that back

11· ·Commissioner. I'll do the job and take that back to the

12· ·Chief and make sure that he gets it.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I got 30 seconds. I just want

14· ·to meet, I would like to hear, and I’d like the community

15· ·to hear what does he say to the guys and gals? What does

16· ·it say to you guys? I think it's important that we really

17· ·feel what he feels.

18· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Yes, sir.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Commissioner Holley. I

20· ·agree with you because the Chief did make a statement,

21· ·but what I'd like to see is the dialogue at roll call.

22· ·Issues like that have to be shared at roll call and also

23· ·at the Police Academy, but this is an issue that close to

24· ·our heart over and over again. So we know the pulse of

25· ·the community. We feel the sadness of that young man



·1· ·talking to his mom on the phone and getting shot and

·2· ·killed. So, Commissioner Davis.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Good afternoon. My question, my

·4· ·ongoing question, I've asked a number of times about the

·5· ·department's mobilization plan, about how long does it

·6· ·take, you know, at least we should know how long it takes

·7· ·for officers to respond and get to their Precincts. That

·8· ·should be something that we should get regular updates on

·9· ·and I've been asking for it for over a year now.

10· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: To the Chair. I apologize for

11· ·us not getting that to you. That's the first time I've

12· ·heard of it, but I'll get with my team AC LeValley and

13· ·make sure that we get it to the Interim Board Secretary

14· ·because we do have a policy and we have standards that we

15· ·should be able to get that to you relativity quickly.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Right. Because it was something

17· ·that we used to do in the Water Department years ago. So

18· ·it shouldn't be too difficult for us to know how long it

19· ·takes officers, wherever they live, wherever in Michigan

20· ·or wherever, how long it takes them to get to the

21· ·Precinct, if needed if an emergency occurrence.

22· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: We also, I think it's like

23· ·twice a year that we do practice as well, because it's

24· ·not often that we have a department-wide mobilization, so

25· ·based on that we do our practice. So we actually keep,



·1· ·you know, keep the time based on command, how long it

·2· ·takes for us to get a response. So I'll get that to you,

·3· ·sir.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Well, actually, that's going to

·5· ·be the second part of my three minutes. I was going to

·6· ·ask when was the last time you had the mobilization mark

·7· ·exercise? Because I know we did that in the Water

·8· ·Department, so I know it should be ongoing in public

·9· ·safety in general.

10· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: And as I said, we do it twice

11· ·per year. I don't have the last data, but I can get that

12· ·for you.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Because I was one of the

14· ·incident commanders in the Water Department for that. And

15· ·that's what I just wanted to know. Thank you.

16· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: You see Commissioner Burton,

17· ·Bernard. I'm sorry. Chair Bell.

18· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes ma'am. I see you now.

19· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Deputy Chief, a couple of

20· ·questions. Number one, if you could provide us the

21· ·written impound policy, as well as the forfeiture policy,

22· ·I would appreciate it. Secondly, last week the Deputy

23· ·Chief that reported said that previously the department

24· ·had a lot that people could take their muscle cars and

25· ·sort of race and do donuts and all that stuff and that it



·1· ·didn't work. But another Commissioner contacted me and

·2· ·told me that your lot only consisted of two lots that had

·3· ·actually just been cleared, like, you know, where there

·4· ·had been a building and that it really wasn't sufficient

·5· ·for the purposes. So, I mean, I'm very interested in us

·6· ·going to a prevention model versus an arrest and

·7· ·incarceration model with respect to our community. So if

·8· ·you could give us a report or provide us some information

·9· ·on why we can't use a larger space, if you will, for this

10· ·and perhaps do this again. I understand that there are

11· ·potential liability issues with those liability issues

12· ·because everyone is an adult can also be weighed by

13· ·individuals who want to participate in this activity, but

14· ·137 impounds, and you said, I've forgotten how many, 1

15· ·forfeiture and almost 200 arrests or tickets, or, you

16· ·know, that's a lot and that's a lot of money. And, and

17· ·I'm sure that everybody who did it as a young African-

18· ·American male, probably. So I'm interested in

19· ·discontinuing the felonization and incarceration of our

20· ·community. So I'd appreciate your input when you have an

21· ·opportunity. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

22· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Are there no other

23· ·questions for the Deputy Chief?

24· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Yes. My hand is up.

25· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Sorry, I see your hand.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Thank you. To the Commander. I

·2· ·just want to share with you speaking really and I'm

·3· ·speaking on their behalf because they're all adults far

·4· ·as the Commissioners. We bring so many issues to this

·5· ·forum and we're always told that we'll get back to you.

·6· ·So sometimes, sir, it's like a repeat, but we don't see

·7· ·the results in the neighborhood of what's being said on

·8· ·this Board of Police Commissioners. I'm just asking how

·9· ·can you all communicate better with us so we can

10· ·communicate back with the citizens. And then my other

11· ·statement, as I drive around this city, I noticed that

12· ·the lots of Precincts are full of cars. Is there a reason

13· ·police cars are parked in the lot when seems to be the

14· ·lots would be empty. Are those cars there for a special

15· ·reason, sir?

16· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: I'll answer your later

17· ·question. We have a standard form that each Precinct has

18· ·in order to put vehicles out on the street. So we have a

19· ·standard number of officers that need to be out on the

20· ·streets. So some Precincts based on the fact that cars

21· ·might go down, you might have extra cars there, but we

22· ·make sure we have an adequate amount of people, every

23· ·shift out, answering police rounds. And then also to

24· ·answer your first question. I did notice, I don't know if

25· ·it's a new process, but I received a correspondence from



·1· ·Interim Board Secretary White, where everything that we

·2· ·stated like say in today's meeting, that I stated that I

·3· ·was going to give you, we get it in a recap, and it's

·4· ·actually itemized by requests. So that gives us the

·5· ·ability to make sure that we're communicating properly.

·6· ·So I think that's a step in the right direction.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Okay, Mr. Bell, just one more

·8· ·comment.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: I've been involved with the

11· ·police for years and years before this position. So I

12· ·don't call this involve with you as much. I'm just saying

13· ·that respect to an officer has to go twofold. In saying

14· ·that I've spoken this to many of your other ACs, that

15· ·children have to be taught the respect of police

16· ·officers. When I was driving a school bus for 17 years,

17· ·sir, all I had to do if they disrupted themselves would

18· ·not listen to me. I would simply pull the bus over and I

19· ·would say, you know, I have the authority and the power

20· ·to really call the police. Do you know that silence them

21· ·because the word police put up fear in them, but that

22· ·meant they respected you. Do you see what I'm saying? We

23· ·got to regain that back. That really citizens do not

24· ·respect you and that's not right. Do you understand what

25· ·I'm saying?



·1· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Yes ma'am.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: So I'm just saying, sir, what

·3· ·happened to this young black man who lost his life there

·4· ·is no reason he should be gone because when you're

·5· ·trained and I've asked this question before to Mr. Bell

·6· ·when you are trained as an officer, do you go back and

·7· ·get retrained and to see how you are, otherwise, you

·8· ·can't say I've made a mistake. There's no such thing as

·9· ·that. If you continue to be trained properly. Thank you,

10· ·Mr. Bell.

11· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burch, your questions

12· ·and concerns are timely but I want to say in my 32 years,

13· ·but what I have witnessed in the last eight years on this

14· ·Board, and then going into the Academy and looking at all

15· ·the material, these officers receive more training than I

16· ·received in my whole 32 years with the police department.

17· ·Of course, I got a lot of training outside in terms of

18· ·community relations, such and such, but I want to say

19· ·that I'm impressed with the training in Detroit, I have

20· ·witnessed it. I have gone through different even at the

21· ·personal level Commander Ewing, the issue, dealing with

22· ·race that was not heard of back in my day. So we have

23· ·come a long way, but getting back to your concern, we

24· ·have a long way to go. Commissioner Jones.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Good afternoon. And good



·1· ·afternoon to DC, Marlin Wilson. I definitely want to

·2· ·thank you for your presentation, but in the numbers that

·3· ·you discussed with regards to vehicles that been

·4· ·impounded and vehicles that have been then seized, I

·5· ·would have to say that probably not, all of them are

·6· ·related to drag racing itself. I would have to say a

·7· ·number of them because just based upon my own experiences

·8· ·with driving down the streets you know, like I saw a

·9· ·head-on collision today because somebody is racing in a

10· ·souped-up Dodge. I hear the thunder of the cars blocks

11· ·away, you know, and this is on the daily basis everywhere

12· ·you go. Because I'm pretty sure some of those seizures

13· ·and impoundments have to deal with possible traffic stops

14· ·for the violations with people speeding fast. I would

15· ·have to think that it's a great danger to senior citizens

16· ·that are out on the streets driving when somebody goes

17· ·past them doing 70, 80 miles an hour in a residential or

18· ·a secondary or even a main street thereby causing a great

19· ·safety concern for them. So I think what would probably

20· ·even help us a little bit better with those numbers, if

21· ·we had a little bit of a breakdown as far as which

22· ·vehicles were seized in a traffic stop and maybe which

23· ·ones were seized based upon the drag racing that you have

24· ·Task Force out for.

25· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Okay. I'll make that notation



·1· ·for the next report out for next week.

·2· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Through the Chair, I believe

·3· ·Commissioner Burton has his hand raised, his virtual

·4· ·hand.

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burton.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Sure. A few questions for

·7· ·Deputy Chief Wilson. The past couple of weeks I have

·8· ·called for how many calls were made in the 911 call

·9· ·center and calls that were dispatched for service for

10· ·7800 Jefferson, which is River Tower. Seniors have many

11· ·concerns,they have reached out to me. One senior has

12· ·actually said that he had reported a crime at the

13· ·building and he had not heard back from detectives. His

14· ·report number is 21-0402-0181. It was reported, it

15· ·appears that it was all 4-2-21 at 1:50 pm. This is what

16· ·the senior have brought to my attention, and wants

17· ·officers from the department to come out and talk with

18· ·residents. They said that the building is like New Jack

19· ·City and they'd love to see a police presence. Moving

20· ·forward. I call for the video the past couple of weeks as

21· ·well as last year for Nikita Wallace who was placed in a

22· ·chokehold by a Detroit police officer. Also in addition

23· ·last year and also for the last couple of weeks I also

24· ·call for the video of officers running over innocent

25· ·protestors. I'm still waiting for those videos to review.



·1· ·In addition, what are the police response time on record

·2· ·for priority one, priority two, and priority three? This

·3· ·is a concern of Detroit residents who reaches out to me.

·4· ·Also, a disabled community that is hearing impaired.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: They have also reached out to

·6· ·me with a recommendation and a request for officers to

·7· ·wear a clear face mask. You have a disabled community

·8· ·that are out here buying essentials, but also some of

·9· ·them are out here walking and jogging and being active.

10· ·So what happens when police come in contact with someone

11· ·that may be hearing impaired and they wearing their mask

12· ·and he only hears the officer when the officer stops, but

13· ·you know these are the concerns that my constituents have

14· ·brought to my attention and I'd love for the department

15· ·to respond back to this Board in writing, so Melanie

16· ·White, our secretary can communicate with the full Board.

17· ·But these are matters that I have raised on the record

18· ·continually, and I've still haven't gotten anywhere for

19· ·getting this information. I hope to have this in the next

20· ·week or two.

21· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Through the Chair. I know a

22· ·couple of your questions, Director Reid is currently

23· ·working on them. I know a few things like 7800 East

24· ·Jefferson calls to service. I'm looking at it right now.

25· ·So I know that's going to be included in your package. I



·1· ·also talked to Commander Gardener from Communication. She

·2· ·has the priorities response time for priority ones, twos,

·3· ·and threes. So you'll have that. I took a little deeper

·4· ·dive into 7800 East Jefferson because I do oversee the

·5· ·narcotics section. We don't have any active narcotic

·6· ·complaints, but nevertheless, we're going to start our

·7· ·investigation into the narcotics that are alleged to be

·8· ·being sold there. But as I said, I know Director Reid has

·9· ·two of your items. I didn't see the item regarding

10· ·wearing a clear face mask, but you bring up a good point,

11· ·but I'll take that back as well. And hopefully, that'll

12· ·be included in your package.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: I appreciate you. And since

14· ·this is a public meeting that you please share those

15· ·numbers when you get those numbers on a record, please.

16· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Yes. So I have the numbers for

17· ·the calls for service for 7800 East Jefferson. For the

18· ·record for 2020, there were 41 priority ones, 37 priority

19· ·twos, and 44 priority threes. Year-to-date as of April 15

20· ·there's been 7 priority ones, 1 runs, 9 priority two

21· ·runs, and 29 priority three runs.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: And how many calls actually

23· ·came through the 911 call center? I'm hearing that it's

24· ·over 500 calls is what I'm hearing from the building

25· ·Lieutenant, the president for the Lieutenant council for



·1· ·that building.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: DC Wilson, we want to move on. Can

·3· ·you submit it.· You got the questions and concerns and

·4· ·you are working on it, and I know you're going to share

·5· ·it in a timely manner perhaps next week. So we're going

·6· ·to move on at this time.

·7· · · · DEPUTY CHIEF WILSON: Yes sir.

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Any other question or concern for

·9· ·the Deputy Chief? If not, we're going to move on to

10· ·Capitan Tosqui in terms of Crime Intel, the real-time

11· ·center. Thank you.

12· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman. I really want to

13· ·say point of order. I mean, the DC was speaking,

14· ·addressing issues that matter to the 5th District and

15· ·concerns from senior citizens who also want to feel safe.

16· ·I just want to put that on record, sir. You should never

17· ·interfere when I'm here speaking on behalf of my

18· ·constituency and getting also hearing from the DC, as he

19· ·shares his stats.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burton, you speaking

21· ·out of order. You exceeded your three minutes and the DC

22· ·responded properly. So you exceeded. I don't want this

23· ·type of dialogue with you this week. Okay. Thank you.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

25· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: We'll move on to Captain Tosqui.



·1· ·Thank you.

·2· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Are you able to see my screen?

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Yes.

·4· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Okay. This is a presentation on the

·5· ·Crime Intelligence Unit. I am Aric Tosqui. I'm the

·6· ·Commanding Officer of the Unit. We report to both the

·7· ·Deputy Chief Marlon Wilson and Director Reid Branche-

·8· ·Wilson. As you can see here we're broken into a variety

·9· ·of teams. The Real-Time floor is managed by an executive

10· ·manager, an executive Lieutenant. We also have an

11· ·informatics team, a counter-terrorism team a Greenlight

12· ·team, and project AVERT falls underneath us as well. 123

13· ·members in Crime Intelligence from top to bottom. You can

14· ·see the different ranks that we have for virtual patrol

15· ·operators, crime analysts, ones, and twos, intelligence

16· ·specialists a few more.

17· · · · CAPT TOSQUI: A few police officers and assistants

18· ·and civilian managers. The AVERT, which is Audio-video

19· ·Evidence Response Team has 8 members. The Crime

20· ·Intelligence Unit also has functional oversight overall

21· ·crime analyst throughout the police department. A brief

22· ·history of the unit or the Real-Time Crime Center. Back

23· ·from January 2016, through October 2017, we're located on

24· ·the seventh floor of headquarters. We had 4 Councils,

25· ·there was no video wall. There were 26 members. They had



·1· ·a ratio of one-to-one from sworn to civilian members. And

·2· ·at that time we had project Greenlight, which had 8

·3· ·original businesses and it grew to 210 by the end of

·4· ·October 2017. Moving into October, 2017 through June of

·5· ·this past year that's when we were on the 4th floor of

·6· ·headquarters and we had the Real-Time Crime Center. We

·7· ·were 15 Councils at that time.

·8· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: The video wall was 32 feet and we

·9· ·had 82 members that had an approximate ratio of 3:1 from

10· ·civilian to sworn members. Our Greenlight partners grew

11· ·from 210 to 700 and we had access to over 4,000 cameras

12· ·and 2,800 Greenlight cameras that were available. These

13· ·are images of what the Crime Center looked like prior to

14· ·June. And I say that because in June the Crime Center

15· ·went under construction for expansion. Also within the

16· ·past couple of years, we expanded to the Precinct

17· ·Intelligence Units. There is a Precinct Intelligence Unit

18· ·at the 8th Precinct on the Westside and one on the

19· ·Eastside and the 9th Precinct. Both of them are designed

20· ·exactly how they look right now with the opportunity for

21· ·a slight expansion. As time goes on, we can, we can

22· ·probably, but a couple more Councils in the 9th Precinct

23· ·and maybe one more council in the 8th Precinct. We're

24· ·anticipating a reopening of the Real-Time Crime Center at

25· ·Public Safety Headquarters in May.



·1· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: There are some conceptual drawings

·2· ·there, but you can see from the layout the traffic

·3· ·management still has a component in the Real-Time Crime

·4· ·Center. There's an expansion for more operators and the

·5· ·different Councils and just a change of direction of the

·6· ·executive offices. In addition of some more cubicles as

·7· ·well, based upon the expansion of the unit. A little bit

·8· ·of breakdown, the responsibilities of the Crime Unit and

·9· ·AVERT, the crime intelligence units, what we consider the

10· ·hub of all the crime intelligence in the department. As I

11· ·said, we have functional oversight over all analysts

12· ·throughout the department. We provide an ongoing basis

13· ·map analysis of different crime trends. We do daily

14· ·analysis, weekly analysis. We support patrol in all

15· ·different types of capacities. We do backgrounds on all

16· ·critical incidents and non-fatal shootings as they occur

17· ·and analysts that are assigned to the homicide unit

18· ·conduct those kinds of analysis as well.

19· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: AVERT is responsible for processing

20· ·and recovering all the video evidence that's throughout.

21· ·They provide support for all different types of

22· ·investigations, and they are the ones that are

23· ·responsible for performing pre-install and post-

24· ·installation for all project Greenlight businesses. This

25· ·is a really high-level overview of the different roles



·1· ·and responsibilities. As you can see, there is a

·2· ·crossover between analysts that are at the Real-Time

·3· ·Crime Center and analysts that are at the Precinct, and

·4· ·there are the types of coordination that are throughout

·5· ·their entire department. So the Real-Time Crime Center is

·6· ·responsible for all standardized training for all the

·7· ·analysts throughout the police department. And so most of

·8· ·the time, the analysts that go to the specialized units

·9· ·started off at the Real-Time Crime Center. And then as

10· ·the need arises, they're selected from a wide pool of

11· ·applicants that are able to move on to do different

12· ·things.

13· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: There are a lot of different

14· ·recurring functions that you can see. Some of that has to

15· ·do with virtual patrol, dumping cameras, project

16· ·greenlight cameras, any partner cameras as necessary. But

17· ·a lot of the focus is on pattern analysis. We do guns

18· ·test scoring, location vetting, responsible for

19· ·ShotSpotter and the like. Our informatics team is the

20· ·lead on our community CompStat. We've taken overall

21· ·responsibility for that beginning of February of this

22· ·year. As you can see from this diagram, this is the dates

23· ·that we do community CompStat and this has been pushed

24· ·out to the community. All our meetings are at 4:00 pm

25· ·according to whatever day it is. It's the same day every



·1· ·month as according to the time that's noted on the map.

·2· ·And the next couple slides are just an example of some of

·3· ·the data that's put out at community CompStat.

·4· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: We put out for example trends

·5· ·showing what violent crime is, what property crime is. We

·6· ·look at the year to date the month and the trends that

·7· ·are over the year. And then we do a little bit of a

·8· ·deeper dive into the location. This is an example from

·9· ·the Eastside, from the 9th and the 5th Precincts where

10· ·we're looking at aggravated assaults. So the information

11· ·given is about the date and time analysis you know, the

12· ·different types of trends, and where some of the hotspots

13· ·are. As I was preparing this presentation a week ago,

14· ·we're looking at the project Greenlight. We were live at

15· ·740 sites. I believe we're at 746 today. You can see

16· ·throughout 2020, even with the pandemic, we were doing a

17· ·pretty significant job in special patrol visits doing

18· ·better than we were doing in 2019 and 2018 with an

19· ·increased amount of special attention to the different

20· ·locations.

21· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: That's a 380% increase compared to

22· ·2017. We have our counter-terrorism threat analysis team,

23· ·otherwise known as CTAT. They do deep dives into

24· ·international and domestic terror on a routine basis. We

25· ·do threats around school time related to all different



·1· ·schools, critical infrastructure. We do a lot of social

·2· ·media vetting of all the events that are going on

·3· ·throughout the City of Detroit. We partner with Homeland

·4· ·Security, FBI, Wayne State, all the different partners in

·5· ·the Detroit area. And one of the things that I'm most

·6· ·proud of with our counter-terrorism team is the DPD

·7· ·Shield program. DPD Shield program is a program that

·8· ·works with the community and really does its jobs

·9· ·primarily to train the community and community groups on

10· ·active attacks combating violent extremism, combating

11· ·domestic threats, and terrorism as it comes to them.

12· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: We started this a long time ago,

13· ·kicked it back off in 2019, we worked with Detroit

14· ·receiving hospital on this trying to prepare people for

15· ·anything that could happen should have happened. So

16· ·Detroit receiving hospital worked on a project called

17· ·stop the bleed, and that was the triage wounds prior to

18· ·the police and EMS showing up. We initially started off

19· ·in faith-based locations teaching them to defend

20· ·themselves against the active attacks or what to do in

21· ·the case of active attacks. We have a Facebook page even

22· ·in the pandemic we were able to still continue this

23· ·virtually. In 2019, we had 13 events that reached 325

24· ·people 2020. We had 39 events that reach 914 people. And

25· ·then 2021 so far, we've done two events reaching 34



·1· ·attendees. So that's 64 events with 1,273 attendees. And

·2· ·we're going to keep on going with the Shield program.

·3· ·That concludes my presentation on Crime Intelligence and

·4· ·Rea-Time Crime Centers. If you have any questions, I'd be

·5· ·happy to take them at this time.

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Captain. Commissioners.

·7· ·Commissioner Jones.

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Good afternoon, and I certainly

·9· ·appreciate the report that you gave. I was interested in

10· ·a couple of things, one being ShotSpotter. Is there any

11· ·update on ShotSpotter and the effectiveness that has had

12· ·in the, I believe it's the 9th Precinct, 11th Precinct

13· ·that you said.

14· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: We do have ShotSpotter underneath

15· ·us. I don't have any of the statistics with us at this

16· ·moment. But we are getting hits all the time. We're

17· ·creating a dashboard right now through the informatics

18· ·team. So that way we're able to capture all the metrics

19· ·and present those to the Commissioner on a more routine

20· ·basis and be able to put that live.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Okay. And.

22· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Through the Chair. Through the

23· ·Chair.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am.

25· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Chair Bell, I see Commissioner



·1· ·Davis's hand raised, and I see Commissioner Brown's hand

·2· ·raised, but I don't see Commissioner Jones's hand raised.

·3· ·So I guess, you know, I need to pay close attention to

·4· ·that.

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Okay. Commissioner

·6· ·Jones can continue then we move on to Brown and Davis.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES. Okay. Thank you very much, Chair

·8· ·Bell. Secondly, I wanted to ask about, or make a comment

·9· ·about the Real-Time Crime Center. One of the things I do

10· ·is, I do a lot of monitoring on a daily basis between

11· ·dispatch and the officers. And I've taken note that

12· ·officers can get an update about what's taking place,

13· ·especially at a Greenlight location. They can get an

14· ·update about suspects, cars traveler direction, just so

15· ·much that can assist an officer before they can even

16· ·arrive at the location, which I think greatly intensifies

17· ·officer's safety while they're in the streets. Can you

18· ·speak a little bit about that?

19· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Sure. All the Greenlight locations

20· ·are flagged in CAD, and so we get an automatic response

21· ·to anytime that there is either a 911 call to Greenlight

22· ·location or any time that there's an officer initiated a

23· ·special patrol visits to a Greenlight location. On top of

24· ·that, we get a call from communications that there is

25· ·either of those two happening. And then there's an



·1· ·audible that goes on through the Real-Time Crime Center

·2· ·at our temporary location. Right now we do get that

·3· ·audible. So there are three different ways that that

·4· ·happens. And when that does happen the analyst that's

·5· ·responsible for that area automatically has their

·6· ·computer screens navigate to that Greenlight location,

·7· ·and they're able to watch in real-time what's happening

·8· ·and they're able to rewind you know - technically we can

·9· ·rewind up to 30 days, but they would rewind back as far

10· ·as necessary to assist the officers in their

11· ·investigation while they're on the scene. So if the

12· ·officer goes inside the location, you're able to keep an

13· ·eye on the outside, making sure that there are no threats

14· ·that the officers should be aware of. All the analysts

15· ·have been trained in radio etiquette, so they all have

16· ·preps with them. They're able to get on there and give

17· ·information in real-time to the officer who was at that

18· ·scene, whether it's for a 911 call or whether it's for an

19· ·officer initiative. Is that okay?

20· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES; Captain Tosqui, thank you for

21· ·the report.

22· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Thank you.

23· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: I believe Commissioner Davis is

24· ·next, Chair Bell.

25· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Davis, then Brown



·1· ·then Commissioner Burch.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you. Vice-Chair, because I

·3· ·see that---

·4· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Thank you, Commissioner.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, Vice Chair because my

·6· ·hand was up before his, as usual. Anyway, how much does

·7· ·it cost to operate the Real-Time Crime Center on a yearly

·8· ·basis? I know that the cost has to keep going up because

·9· ·I know you are all more actively involved in more. What

10· ·could you give us a ballpark figure of what it cost to

11· ·operate?

12· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Well, I don't know the cost. I can

13· ·tell you that I mean, you have staffing that you have to

14· ·pay for. There would certainly be a cost of operating the

15· ·computers and the screens and whatnot. As I mentioned,

16· ·the Real-Time Crime Center also has in it traffic

17· ·management. So there's a part of the Department of Public

18· ·Works that falls under the Real-Time Crime Center. There

19· ·were bond dollars that were allocated towards the

20· ·expansion that was in 2019, but that expansion also

21· ·included the building of the Precinct Intelligence Unit.

22· ·And that bond dollars in 2019 were at 4 million. I don't

23· ·know what the initial costs back in 2017 were, but then

24· ·I'm sure there's some kind of recent scale for the way

25· ·that it's operated can consistent with the rest of Public



·1· ·Safety Headquarters.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: So when you get the chance, can

·3· ·you forward us the yearly cost to operate to send it to

·4· ·all the Commissioners? Thank you, sir.

·5· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Commissioner Brown or Commissioner

·6· ·Burch.

·7· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Brown is next, then Commissioner

·8· ·Burch. Thank you.

·9· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Thank you

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Captain

11· ·Tosqui. Thank you for that report. It was just something

12· ·that was just right on the tip of the conversations I had

13· ·this morning. As Davis already covered the cost thing.

14· ·I'll follow it up with an email. The CompStat, since DPD

15· ·is really getting involved in taking that - are we taking

16· ·that over? Will, it no longer be a part of the Wayne

17· ·State deal with that meeting, because I'm also involved

18· ·in another CompStat meeting, but will everything still be

19· ·a part of Wayne State or is DPD taking the lead on the

20· ·CompStat thing. I have another question, but I want you

21· ·to answer that one.

22· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Sure. DPD is taking the lead on

23· ·that. We were working with Wayne State in the past when

24· ·we did not have the capacity to handle the CompStat

25· ·ourselves, including dashboarding metrics, et cetera.



·1· ·Since then we continued with the Wayne State through the

·2· ·completion of their contract, which ended at the end of

·3· ·January of 2021. Our capacity was not able to get fully

·4· ·filled in 2020 because of COVID hiring freezes, but we

·5· ·worked to grow the informatics team and create those

·6· ·dashboards. And so now we do it on a regular basis,

·7· ·monthly as is shown through that one diagram. We invite

·8· ·everybody else that wants to come in and talk. We bring

·9· ·in other units, and certainly, if we have had some talks

10· ·with Wayne State about reaching out in terms of community

11· ·engagement to work with them on that. But we are

12· ·definitely taking the lead on all the community CompStat.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Okay, and secondly DPD Shield, I

14· ·remember asking him about either the last meeting or so,

15· ·but I don't know if he got the message and I apologize

16· ·for sending an email. I was just wondering if they could

17· ·come on and maybe do a presentation or if they could do a

18· ·pre-taped presentation at the Precinct community meetings

19· ·for the police department community meetings that each

20· ·Precinct has or through citywide, because I think there

21· ·are some very good the information there that if those

22· ·that are not able to attend, at least we could do a large

23· ·meeting and capture a lot of people at those meetings

24· ·virtually if that's possible for them to do that or come

25· ·before this Board and do a presentation on their act



·1· ·tutor training, which is very important right now.

·2· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: We certainly can. The training is

·3· ·lengthy. So when we were live, the training took a couple

·4· ·of hours. But we could certainly truncate it somehow or

·5· ·another. I don't think you'd get the full thing out of it

·6· ·without watching the videos and going through a lot of

·7· ·the instructions. But we are able to go to any community

·8· ·group, and we're able to go virtually, and we can

·9· ·dedicate the time to do that to any kind of group, any

10· ·business any platform that you'd like to set up.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Okay. I'll talk to the chair

12· ·Alvin Stokes to see if he could set something up. We

13· ·could roll that out to each of the community Precinct

14· ·meetings that goes on monthly because they're largely

15· ·attended by a lot of residents that don't attend this

16· ·meeting, but a lot of the residents attend their

17· ·community meetings.

18· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Absolutely. We'd love to do that.

19· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: All right. Thank you.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Thank you so very much. I wanted

21· ·to direct my question to any officer that can answer

22· ·this. So I guess it's to use sir. The definition of a

23· ·police officer. I'll just say DPD, your definition is to

24· ·protect and serve. I'm looking at the whole City of

25· ·Detroit, where we have over 700 Greenlights. 14 of those



·1· ·are churches. That ought to tell somebody that our city

·2· ·is under siege. And I'm looking at why we do not address

·3· ·instead of trying to train the citizens, how to take care

·4· ·of themselves. When we go to church, we got to know how

·5· ·to take care of ourselves. When we go out in the street,

·6· ·we got to learn how to take care of ourselves. I'm not

·7· ·accustomed to that kind of service, as I grew up in this

·8· ·city. It was always officers we could call on or depend

·9· ·on to be there to serve. So all of these monies seem to

10· ·be that you all are putting in buildings, training

11· ·people, what about the ordinary citizen that's not going

12· ·to be in that training. So could you just share a little

13· ·bit what I just said, all of these different - yes, sir?

14· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: I guess, through the Chair, I would

15· ·say that it's unfortunate that we've come to a situation

16· ·in society nowadays, where the concern is that it's not a

17· ·matter of if an active attack will happen. It's a matter

18· ·of when and we've seen active attacks happen all around

19· ·the country. In my view, when we restarted Shield Up, I

20· ·was very concerned about places of worship, because when

21· ·you look at domestic violence extremism a lot of that has

22· ·to do with this bias that people have towards people of

23· ·color, or they have towards people of a different

24· ·religion. And so if we can make it any kind of difference

25· ·in folks by preparing them for the worst that can happen,



·1· ·then I want to be on the forefront of doing that.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: One more question - I'm sorry.

·3· ·One more question. I just wanted to ask when officers are

·4· ·promoted to a different rank, like recently Officer Lee

·5· ·Brown was promoted, who makes that decision? And I just

·6· ·want to know how are they transferred to a precinct to

·7· ·that particular position? In other words, there's so much

·8· ·rotation that seems to be of commanders, sergeants,

·9· ·lieutenants, and captains. Why can't they stay where they

10· ·are when they have a good reading of you know, of success

11· ·in that particular Precinct? How does that work? Why, why

12· ·do you transfer them, change officers so much?

13· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Like, I can take it again.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burch, may I step in.

15· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: I can answer it. That's fine.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: I know but I want to step in. That

17· ·is the prerogative of the Chief of Police in terms of

18· ·command input, in terms of a person get promoted by exam

19· ·or another process, that's basically what happened.

20· ·Unfortunately, they get transferred, but that is when, in

21· ·the realm of the Chief of Police, when he sent out a

22· ·transfer of notice or whatever it is, promotion notice,

23· ·that's the Chief of Police.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: I'm not speaking. Okay. Excuse

25· ·me. I wasn't speaking about Chief Craig doing that. The



·1· ·Captain was going to answer it, and I'm speaking about

·2· ·like Officer Brown just was promoted to Sergeant. Who's

·3· ·going to assign him to a Precinct who does that?

·4· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Captain?

·5· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Sure. The assignments you've done by

·6· ·the Chief's Office.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Still by the Chief.

·8· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Yes, and for the most part new

·9· ·promoters are reassigned to get the experience and

10· ·different types of environments. A new Sergeant who may

11· ·or may not have patrol experience should go to patrol to

12· ·get that experience, to be a leader in patrol, a

13· ·Lieutenant who has maybe worked in a Bureau as a Sergeant

14· ·may need to go to patrol to get that experience in

15· ·patrol. So the Chief's Office makes that termination.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Thank you, Captain. Thank you,

17· ·Mr. Bell.

18· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

19· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Commissioner Bernard.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Oh, not a problem just real

21· ·quickly. You mentioned there were 700 Greenlight

22· ·locations, and as I understand it from the budget

23· ·hearings that were conducted before the City Council the

24· ·Chief indicated that Greenlight cost $10 million a year.

25· ·My question to you is what is the price that the user,



·1· ·that the gas station or the church, how much do they pay

·2· ·you? It was 5,000, but I don't know how much they're

·3· ·paying now. And is that a one-time fee? And is that

·4· ·forever and ever, or do they have to pay more every year?

·5· ·And then secondly, my question is does your unit also

·6· ·deal with facial recognition software and that contract

·7· ·that we have with the vendor that produces that software?

·8· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Through the Chair. I'll take the

·9· ·second question first. Yes. The Crime Intelligence Unit

10· ·is the only unit that has analysts authorized to conduct

11· ·facial recognition searches. So anyone that needs to

12· ·conduct a facial recognition search in the department

13· ·must request it through crime intelligence. And then the

14· ·crime intelligence-trained analysts will do it.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: If that's the case, can you -

16· ·because your standard for doing that test is reasonable

17· ·suspicion. How do you define that so that it's not a

18· ·probable cause? What's reasonable suspicion.

19· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: I don't understand your question.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: It says that you can only do

21· ·the specific reasonable inference is drawn from those

22· ·facts to convince an ordinarily prudent person that

23· ·criminality as a hand, that's your standard for using the

24· ·test. That there's a reasonable suspicion that Linda

25· ·committed a crime. What's that mean to you?



·1· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: I'm sorry, I still don't understand

·2· ·your question. Let me say we conduct facial recognition

·3· ·searches upon requests from investigators who were

·4· ·involved in a part, one violent crime that meets the

·5· ·criteria according to our policy. So if we have a profile

·6· ·photo from that type of investigation that is able to be

·7· ·put into the system to be matched against the mugshots,

·8· ·we do that.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I understand.

10· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: To your first question, the costs

11· ·are varied. You can go onto the city's website for the

12· ·project Greenlight where all citizens can. There are

13· ·costs related to either leasing a camera or buying a

14· ·camera. And that goes to the vendor. There's also a cost

15· ·for signage and lighting that goes to the vendor. And

16· ·then there would be costs associated from the business

17· ·for a high-speed internet and cloud storage. And that

18· ·would go to the vendor as well. The city does not incur

19· ·any expenses from the business or for participating in a

20· ·project like Greenlight.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: So, that's where the $5,000

22· ·comes in?

23· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: If they. through the Chair, if they

24· ·buy their cameras it could cost them $5,000. If they

25· ·lease their cameras, it'd be less. If they're part of a



·1· ·corridor it's less. Installation can cost them a variety

·2· ·of different ways, depending on if they have multiple

·3· ·businesses or one business standalone if they're doing a

·4· ·corridor or a Plaza, et cetera. I don't have all the

·5· ·pricing in front of me, but as I mentioned, it's all on

·6· ·the city's website.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Thank you.

·8· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Thank you. Commissioner Burton.

·9· ·Thank you for your patience.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: On behalf of Detroit residents

11· ·you know, many of our residents in the City of Detroit

12· ·feels like there are two Detroits. They want to know you

13· ·know when it comes to Greenlight businesses, you know,

14· ·how come they're a priority one when it comes to police

15· ·response versus those that, you know, have lived in

16· ·Detroit their whole entire life. They feel like when they

17· ·call the police they don't show up in a timely fashion.

18· ·Why are Greenlight locations are priority one calls

19· ·instead of a resident calling from the neighborhoods? In

20· ·addition, have what is the statistics or data where

21· ·Greenlight locations is also leading to the arrest of a

22· ·clerk. That's working at a gas station or a party store

23· ·that's selling loose cigarettes. I'm getting concerns

24· ·from concerned citizens that are bringing their concerns

25· ·to me each and every week. This is the concern of the



·1· ·week where a number of Greenlight location businesses in

·2· ·the City of Detroit are selling loose cigarettes to

·3· ·people of color. Is DPD - are they aware of that? Are

·4· ·they monitoring that? Have they made any arrests in

·5· ·regards to that? And also are our traffic stops by

·6· ·officers already added into DPDs police response time.

·7· ·Police response time is still deplorable. If you talk

·8· ·with many residents from the neighborhood they feel like

·9· ·you know, police might show up 20, 30 minutes later. I

10· ·take a great prime example of 1401 Chene. There was an

11· ·emergency - that's a Greenlight location, by the way. The

12· ·building caught on fire on January 19 or January 20th of

13· ·this year. So seniors had to evacuate from the building.

14· ·I asked for the police response time for that building,

15· ·also the emergency response time. I'm still waiting on

16· ·that as well. But right now citizens of Detroit,

17· ·especially the 5th District want to feel safe.

18· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Through the Chair. I'll go backward.

19· ·We provided the Board with the response times through

20· ·1401 Chene. We got there within minutes. The Real-Time

21· ·Crime Center was watching as officers and EMS and fires

22· ·were showing up to that that you're correct, that it is a

23· ·Greenlight location. To the first question, dispatchers

24· ·for one or all have all been trained that the priority of

25· ·life outweighs any type of property. So even if a



·1· ·Greenlight run for a non-violent crime comes out in a

·2· ·non-Greenlight location, comes out for a violent crime or

·3· ·a crime of injury that crime of injury will take

·4· ·precedent. The notion that Greenlight locations are

·5· ·priority one calls for service that's built into the

·6· ·program, as part of the incentive for businesses to come

·7· ·onto the program. And for your second question, traffic

·8· ·stops are not calculated into response time.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: What are the exact minutes that

10· ·police arrive at 1401 Chene? My understanding it was

11· ·members from the media that also reached out to you know

12· ·to law enforcement to come over to 1401 Chene. So I'm

13· ·hearing conflicting stories from members of the building

14· ·versus what you saying, but you still have not provided

15· ·me the exact time for January 19th of January 20, the day

16· ·that the fire occurred at 1401 Chene that left 2 fatal.

17· · · · CAPTAIN TOSQUI: Through the Chair, we presented it

18· ·to the Commissioners of the Board. I pulled the

19· ·information myself.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: That is correct.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Please share that again with us

22· ·next week, sir, on the record.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burton, your time is

24· ·up. We are going to.

25· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Through the Chair.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

·2· ·This is a point of information on the behalf of the

·3· ·residents in the 5th District, sir.

·4· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burton, your time is

·5· ·up. Vice-Chair Holt.

·6· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: I believe we received that

·7· ·information earlier this week. Is that correct, Ms.

·8· ·White?

·9· · · · MRS. WHITE: That is correct, through the Chair, yes.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR: Thank you.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: I'd like that to be read on a

12· ·record.

13· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Excuse me. Excuse me. Commissioner

14· ·Burton, I'm not going to continue to use outbursts. It's

15· ·quite natural you didn't get it because normally you

16· ·don't pick up your package.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order, Mr. Chairman,

18· ·that point of information needs to be read on the record.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Excuse me,

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: This is a public meeting, sir.

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: This is my first warning to you,

22· ·sir, for your outbursts. We are going to thank the

23· ·Capitan for.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order Mr. Chairman,

25· ·learn how to serve the public.



·1· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: This is your second warning, sir.

·2· ·Captain Tosqui, thank you for your outstanding for

·3· ·reporting out and for entertaining all the questions

·4· ·concern. We are going to move on at this time.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: I call to overrule the Chair.

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Excuse me.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: I move to overrule the Chair.

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioners. This is the third

·9· ·warning for Commissioner Burton. I think we have gone

10· ·beyond. He has ceased to have dialogue. I'm going to ask

11· ·him to refrain. If one more outburst, I'm going to ask

12· ·for a motion to that effect.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order Mr. Chairman. I

14· ·did call to overrule the Chair.

15· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Excuse me. We are not making a

16· ·motion, sir. You are just speaking out loud.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: I called to overrule the Chair.

18· ·You can make that motion at any time during the meeting,

19· ·sir.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioners. What is your

21· ·pleasure?

22· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT; I move to

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Call a vote.

24· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: I moved to silence Commissioner

25· ·Burton.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Support.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: It has been moved and supported.

·3· ·Discussion.

·4· · · · VICE-CHAIR: Commissioner Davis is raising his hand,

·5· ·Chair Bell.

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Davis.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I do have permission to speak,

·8· ·right?

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Okay. I like to raise the

11· ·question is, it appears as if you've been more punitive

12· ·towards Commissioner Burton than you are towards

13· ·Commissioner Jones frequently speaks out of turn. He

14· ·spoke out of turn at least 3 times without raising his

15· ·hand. So it appears as if you continue to be biased.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Any other discussion.

17· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: It appears that Commissioner Brown

18· ·has his virtual hand raised.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes. I think that was the

20· ·confusion. Is it going to be a virtual hand or a physical

21· ·hand?

22· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: I believe it

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: I concur with my colleague, and

24· ·I would just like to ask, I don't think Commissioner

25· ·Burton was on the call at the beginning of your



·1· ·instruction. And I think that that part of the

·2· ·instruction in your report should have gone out in the

·3· ·packet. I didn't see it. And then he could have been

·4· ·prepared for that. So he knows what he's dealing with and

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Jones.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Yes. Thank you for permission to

·7· ·speak. Each time I've spoken, there's never been a time

·8· ·when I've spoken in an outburst. Each time I asked for

·9· ·permission to speak through the chair, and I was granted

10· ·that permission, which was given and am I able to speak

11· ·on the subject on hand. So I think that what the

12· ·Commissioner mentioned, as far as you showing favoritism

13· ·towards myself, I do not sit here and go through a lot of

14· ·outbursts and a lot of emotions, nor do I set up and

15· ·extend myself in great dialogue about a subject before I

16· ·even get into a question? So I think that the statement

17· ·that was made about me was grossly incorrect. Thank you.

18· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Through the Chair.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am.

20· · · · VICE-CHAIR: We received the protocol or behavior in

21· ·our packets. I know you saved it yesterday, so it is in

22· ·our packet.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. If there is no other

24· ·discussion, we are ready to vote. Vice-Chair Holt.

25· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Yes.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: I have my hand up through

·2· ·the Chair.

·3· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

·4· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Oh, I'm sorry. Commissioner

·5· ·Hernandez.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: I would just very briefly,

·7· ·I'd love for us to continue moving forward and just put

·8· ·this set-aside. Yes, we did receive it in the packet.

·9· ·Yes, we need to prepare, and yes, we need to be able to

10· ·follow that protocol. I asked for some leeway just for

11· ·today's meeting to be able to have us continue forward.

12· ·We've already wasted several minutes, just discussing

13· ·this.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Hernandez. I would

15· ·entertain it if Commissioner Burton follows the protocol

16· ·thereafter, but if he had an outburst, I'm going to ask

17· ·for the vote because these rules been in place for quite

18· ·some time. We ask over and over again, but he continued

19· ·to have his way in terms of speaking. So we got to move

20· ·on at this time. We holding it in abeyance.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Chairman, my hand is up for

22· ·discussion.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Excuse me. Use the subject matter.

24· ·Vice-Chair Holt, any other.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order, Mr. Chairman,



·1· ·my hand is up do I have permission or not.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Can you take it off the table?

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Yes. I moved that we take the

·4· ·motion.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Withdraw your motion.

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: It was only a motion. Withdraw the

·7· ·motion.

·8· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Okay, withdraw the motion. Thank

·9· ·you.

10· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Jones, you can say.

11· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Commissioner Bernard's hand was

12· ·raised. I don't know.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Nothing. I'm not supposed to.

14· ·I'm sorry.

15· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Okay. Thank you.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Let's move on. Let's

17· ·move on. The next report would be from the Interim Board

18· ·Secretary.

19· · · · MRS. WHITE: Through the Chair, Honorable Board,

20· ·please refer to the meeting agenda for the incoming

21· ·correspondence for this week. They are as follows. Number

22· ·one, the weekly DPD facial recognition report for the

23· ·week of April 5th, 2021 through April 11, 2021. And just

24· ·as a reminder regarding this weekly report that the Board

25· ·received, this report is from the department and it shows



·1· ·the number of facial recognition requests that were

·2· ·fulfilled. The crimes that the facial recognition

·3· ·requests were attempting to solve, and the number of

·4· ·leads produced from the facial recognition software. The

·5· ·report also shows whether there were any searches

·6· ·performed in violation of department policy during the

·7· ·prior week, the current quarter, and the current year,

·8· ·which was zero. Also the Board received the legal opinion

·9· ·regarding the potential conflict of interest regarding

10· ·Mar's recovery matter. The third item, the correspondence

11· ·from Ms. Makiba James. Number four, Board of Ethics

12· ·complaint number 2021-07, and also the Honorable Board

13· ·received various staff reports, including, but not

14· ·limited to OCI complaints, statistics, policy division

15· ·updates also request information regarding the address of

16· ·1401 Chene Street and other weekly reports for the

17· ·Board's consideration. And that concludes the incoming

18· ·correspondence. Thank you.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Ms. White.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Through the Chair.

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: I just wanted to ask a question

23· ·of the Board Secretary.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: The phone number that's listed



·1· ·at (313) 267-4639. Is that an accurate number for the OCI

·2· ·office?

·3· · · · MRS. WHITE: Through the Chair. I would need to know

·4· ·which document you are referring to, but the number of

·5· ·the main desk number for OCI is (313) 596-2499.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Okay, go ahead.

·7· · · · MRS. WHITE: I can if you can send me what you have

·8· ·and I can verify what number that might be, but that is

·9· ·not a number that I am familiar with as far as the Office

10· ·of the Chief Investigator's main complaint desk number.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Okay. I've gotten a number of

12· ·complaints from citizens that was calling this number and

13· ·there is no answer. I've called it and there's no answer.

14· ·So if there's a mix-up and the information that the

15· ·officers are given the community to call OCI to file a

16· ·complaint, we need to make sure we correct that.

17· · · · MRS. WHITE: I will look into that. Thank you, sir.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Thank you.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: We move on to unfinished business.

20· ·The Michigan Auto Recovery Service Incorporation

21· ·unfinished business, Mrs. White.

22· · · · MRS. WHITE: Yes. Through the Chair, Captain Aric

23· ·Tosqui, the department's tow the monitor is present to

24· ·provide an update regarding the Michigan Auto Recovery

25· ·services packet that was transmitted to the department



·1· ·some 2, 3, weeks ago, and also Assistant Corporation

·2· ·Counsel Savage Whitley is also on the line to provide an

·3· ·update in terms of the status of where we are with that

·4· ·particular item and Captain Parish is available to speak

·5· ·at this time.

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

·7· · · · MRS. WHITE: If staff co-hosts could assist with,

·8· ·thank you

·9· · · · CAPTAIN PARISH: Through the Chair, Captain Michael

10· ·Parish. Thanks for having me this evening. As the Interim

11· ·Secretary just mentioned the department submitted a

12· ·referral, a comprehensive referral on the matter of

13· ·Michigan Auto Recovery back in March. It has been

14· ·approximately a month since the document was submitted.

15· ·The company, at issue, has requested several

16· ·adjournments. The most recent one, I was not willing to

17· ·grant nor ask the Board to grant through the Board

18· ·Secretary, because this would be the third adjournment of

19· ·this matter made at the request of Michigan Auto

20· ·Recovery. We felt it important to come before the Board

21· ·to at least provide an update on how we got here. And I

22· ·believe it's time for Michigan Auto Recovery to address

23· ·the Board through its attorney and explain why they need

24· ·yet another adjournment, notwithstanding the fact that

25· ·this has been pending for approximately a month now. With



·1· ·that, I would defer to the Board's attorney on this

·2· ·matter.

·3· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

·4· · · · ASSISTANT CORPORATION COUNSEL WHITLEY: Good

·5· ·afternoon, Honorable Board.

·6· · · · ALL: Good afternoon.

·7· · · · ASSISTANT CORPORATION COUNSEL WHITLEY: I'm a little

·8· ·under the weather. I just wanted you all to know that I

·9· ·sent a correspondence shortly before the meeting. And I

10· ·gave a timeline of the events. It pretty much is what

11· ·Captain Parish indicated was a summary of what I

12· ·indicated in the message. I did recommend that both

13· ·parties appear today and it appears, Ms. White, is his

14· ·attorney Wyrick, present?

15· · · · MRS. WHITE: Yes, I do see him present at this time,

16· ·through the Chair and we can move him over to the

17· ·panelists' gallery.

18· · · · ASSISTANT CORPORATION COUNSEL WHITLEY: So I would

19· ·recommend - I have an attorney Wyrick to please provide

20· ·an explanation to the Board regarding his client's,

21· ·forgive me. I am so - unavailability to attend the

22· ·meeting today. He did provide me with the flight

23· ·information for his client. However, I thought that it

24· ·was best to actually appear because this was a date and

25· ·time set for the hearing. And we have granted several



·1· ·adjournments. So I will defer to Jermaine Wyrick.

·2· · · · ATTORNEY WYRICK: Good afternoon. May I please this

·3· ·Honorable body? My name is Jermaine Wyrick. I appear on

·4· ·behalf of Mars and Mr. Orega, who is the owner of Mars?

·5· ·Very specifically we submit respectfully there's good

·6· ·cause for an adjournment here. As we speak at this very

·7· ·moment, my client, Mr. Orega, who was the owner of Mars

·8· ·is actually on a flight returning from Orlando, Florida.

·9· ·He's not there because he went there on vacation and went

10· ·to Disney World or anything of that nature. He's there

11· ·because he believes in learning the best practices for

12· ·towing. He has actually been there the past two weeks. As

13· ·attorney Savage, just say prior to this hearing. I

14· ·provided, not only her but also Captain Parish with a

15· ·copy of his flight reservations, which confirms that as

16· ·we speak, he's currently on flight number 1910 that left

17· ·Orlando, Florida at 3:24 p.m.

18· · · · ATTORNEY WYRICK: It doesn't return to Detroit Metro

19· ·Airport until 6:02 p.m. He actually left the proceeding

20· ·like 10 days ago, Monday, April 5th, 2021. So he actually

21· ·went down there on a Monday, April 5th on flight number

22· ·436. He went there for a towing conference. He calls it

23· ·the tow show. So the past two matters that were scheduled

24· ·both today and last week were scheduled by virtue of the

25· ·fact of when he was in Orlando, Florida, we will submit



·1· ·the best good cost of rescheduled for the adjournment

·2· ·considering this involves due process rights and his

·3· ·businesses due process rights. Thank you.

·4· · · · MRS. WHITE: Through the Chair.

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes ma'am.

·6· · · · MRS. WHITE: Yes, sir. We do have an indication that

·7· ·Commissioner Bernard has raised her hand. I am not sure

·8· ·if you want it to entertain a question at this time.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: We can do that. Commissioner

10· ·Bernard.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I just, Mr. Chairman. I was

12· ·going to say, your honor, sorry. I would move that we

13· ·allow the adjournment you know, an additional 7 to 10

14· ·days or whatever it's going to be is not material and.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: support.

16· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Second.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Thank you.

18· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Commissioner. Davis has his hand

19· ·raised. I don't know if ---

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Davis.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes, I was going to ask when

22· ·does the permit expires anyway. And I think we should

23· ·give them an adjournment. I support Commissioner's

24· ·Bernard adjournment but can you tell us when the permit

25· ·would expire.



·1· · · · ATTORNEY WYRICK: Through the Chair the permit

·2· ·expires May 31st of this year.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you.

·4· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Through the Chair, Commissioner

·5· ·Burton has his virtual hand raised.

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burton.

·7· · · · COMMISSION BURTON: I also support the adjournment

·8· ·because it's the right thing to do.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioners, would this be an

10· ·adjournment for one more week? This expires in May. Now,

11· ·what I heard that this businessman went out of town for

12· ·two weeks and this been scheduled of a matter, to me of

13· ·some urgency, not a conference, not a whatever it is. It

14· ·seems as though he would be here for that in a timely

15· ·manner, in my opinion, because this was scheduled.

16· · · · ASSISTANT CORPORATE COUNSEL WHITLEY: Through the

17· ·Chair, if I may?

18· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am.

19· · · · ASSISTANT CORPORATE COUNSEL WHITLEY: I just wanted

20· ·you to know that my reasoning for just asking that the

21· ·requests come before the Board was because the prior

22· ·adjournment requests were to this week and we indicated,

23· ·okay, this is your new date, April 15th. And at that

24· ·time, it wasn't brought to our attention that he would be

25· ·out of town. So this may have been something that just



·1· ·came up since last week, but you know, it just was my, I

·2· ·have no opinion on whether or not the Board should grant

·3· ·the adjournment. I just wanted you to know my positioning

·4· ·as I thought that settlement talks and the adjournment

·5· ·should now come to the Board because I wasn't satisfied

·6· ·with the explanation personally. So I just wanted to put

·7· ·that on the record.

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Mr. Wyrick, Mr. Wyrick.

·9· · · · ATTORNEY WYRICK: The only thing I would interject in

10· ·terms of fully delineating this too as well. We've

11· ·actually been trying to negotiate in good faith outside

12· ·of this proceeding in order to resolve it, so it doesn't

13· ·have to come before the Board, even as Mr. Orega has been

14· ·out of town since Monday, April 5th, Mr. Wyrick, you

15· ·represent him. If we extended one more week can you

16· ·resolve this matter or you want the hearing?

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman

18· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to put a

19· ·motion to adjourn for 30 days, Mr. Chairman.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Excuse me, Commissioner Burton,

21· ·you don't have the floor, sir. Mr. Wyrick.

22· · · · ATTORNEY WYRICK: Yes. Certainly. I would try to, I

23· ·mean, we're still in the process of trying to negotiate

24· ·it outside of this context. If that fails, we would

25· ·greatly appreciate another week or two in terms of



·1· ·scheduling the next matter. We will be ready to proceed

·2· ·on either date.

·3· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: A week would be sufficient, one

·4· ·more week. Is that correct?

·5· · · · ATTORNEY WYRICK: Yes, Chairperson Bell:

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: So the matter has been resolved,

·7· ·they get a week extension.

·8· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Chair Bell, Commissioner Burch.

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burch.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Thank you. Mr. Chair, I just

11· ·make a motion that we take a vote, please, on the matter?

12· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Can we entertain a vote for one

13· ·whole week, please?

14· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: I make that motion. Mr. Chair.

15· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, madam.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, my hand was up.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Second.

18· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Excuse me. Excuse me, Commissioner

19· ·Burton. It has been properly moved and second. Thank you.

20· ·Discussion.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Call the question.

22· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Call for the question.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: My hand is up.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Those in favor of the motion.

25· ·Vice-Chair Holt.



·1· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Yes.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner, I'm sorry. District

·3· ·2.

·4· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes.

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: District 3.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Yes.

·7· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: District 4. Yes. District 5.

·8· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, my hand was up

·9· ·for discussion, you failed to recognize me. I did put a

10· ·motion out there before for 30 days.

11· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: You did not have the floor.

12· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: That was my motion but you

13· ·failed to recognize me, again.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Excuse me. District 6.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: Yes.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: District 7.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Yes.

18· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: At-Large, Commissioner Hernandez.

19· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Yes.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Jones.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Yes.

22· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Holley.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Yes.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. The matter has been

25· ·resolved. Thank you, Commissioner Burch.



·1· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: District 1 is a yes, vote.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: I'm sorry. District 1 is a yes

·3· ·vote.

·4· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Wyrick.

·5· ·You have your one more week extension.

·6· · · · ATTORNEY WYRICK. Thank you very much.

·7· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, sir. Any other

·8· ·unfinished business? New business.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Mr. Chairman.

10· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

11· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Commissioner Holley is raising his

12· ·hand.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I don't know how to do the

14· ·virtual, so I'm doing the best I can.

15· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

16· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Chairman I'd like to ask my

17· ·colleagues to help me with this, I'd like to make a

18· ·motion to postpone the posting of the attorney for the

19· ·Board position to September. The reason for this is

20· ·because the City Council has not given us the money that

21· ·we wanted. The other, we got two positions. I'm not sure

22· ·we have enough money to really get the quality that we

23· ·really need for the two positions because of the money.

24· ·And also we have Thurgood Marshall on the Board already,

25· ·we've got attorney Ericka already. And then I feel like



·1· ·with all of that that we can just try to get these two

·2· ·trustee parliamentarians. I think that'd be good to get

·3· ·us started and then in September that we vote for the,

·4· ·let's see what we've got for the attorney. I'm asking

·5· ·that I get support for that motion, please.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Support.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Support.

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: It has been property moved and

·9· ·supported. Discussion.

10· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: It looks as if Commissioner Brown

11· ·has his virtual hand raised.

12· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: There you go.

14· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Reverend Holley, through the

15· ·Chair, what's your emotion. You're breaking up and I'm

16· ·getting every other word. If anyone got the motion can

17· ·you please restate it?

18· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: The motion is to postpone the

19· ·posting of the attorney until September of this year.

20· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Based on Mr. Chairman.

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Mr. Brown, Commissioner Brown,

23· ·based upon the money that we're not going to get, the

24· ·other thing of it is we don't have enough. We will not

25· ·get a quality and get a chief and get a qualitytrusted



·1· ·secretary quality and the money is not there. And I just

·2· ·feel like these two trusted parliamentarians that is -

·3· ·and we've got Ericka, attorney Ericka, and we got

·4· ·Thurgood Marshall in Linda Bernard. We got enough to go

·5· ·until September. Mr. Brown, just help me with this,

·6· ·Brown.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Through the Chair. The dollars

·8· ·are already in the budget for the remainder of the budget

·9· ·year to hire an attorney, a board secretary, and a chief

10· ·investigator, right? The money is already in our budget.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: But why are we asking for the

12· ·$200,000?

13· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: We didn't ask for $200,000.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Let the record straight. I think

15· ·you just got a breakdown from Mr. George in terms of how

16· ·the Council is handling this matter. The money, you can

17· ·start something but, we have to really work out how are

18· ·we going to hire these people because you have to start

19· ·at the minimum salary. You can go to - then next year, it

20· ·rolls into a whole lot of issue there as Commissioner

21· ·Holley indicated. So let's take a vote on this matter and

22· ·not try to deal with the nuts and bolts of the dollar

23· ·because this matter is still up in the air financially.

24· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Commissioner Bernard's virtual hand

25· ·is raised.



·1· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I just want to say thank you

·3· ·for the compliment, Jim. You're a minister obviously and

·4· ·leader par excellence. The only reason, I mean, I will

·5· ·support your motion, but the only reason I think it's

·6· ·very important that we have a lawyer, is I think that

·7· ·obviously we have great counsel with corporation counsel

·8· ·as well, but there is a conflict currently. Let me give

·9· ·you this one example. The issue about towing, not this

10· ·issue about MARS, just in general. I'm very concerned

11· ·that the procurement department of the City of Detroit is

12· ·taking over the Board's authority regarding towing. We

13· ·issue permits. The City of Detroit now wants to issue

14· ·contracts that they can revoke or do whatever they want,

15· ·do whatever they want to. This has been with it.

16· ·According to the existing charter, the issuance of

17· ·permits is for the Board of Police Commissioners.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: This is our job. The City of

19· ·Detroit does not contract with towers under the current

20· ·charter. But to me, the corporation counsel would have a

21· ·clear conflict because on the one hand she's supposed to

22· ·represent the administration. And of course, that is the

23· ·procurement department. And then how can she also

24· ·represent us? I mean, our lawyer would be saying, what

25· ·I'm saying to you. And unfortunately, I don't have the



·1· ·time to research it and develop it and do all this stuff.

·2· ·You know, that our lawyer would do on this and point it

·3· ·out because the federal court said that the permits were

·4· ·ours. Judge Linda Parker said that I mean, the whole

·5· ·reason the city got involved was because of a hysterical

·6· ·kind of knee-jerk reaction, and one Board meeting of the

·7· ·Commission, where there was no discussion and a unanimous

·8· ·motion to end the permits. I mean, the record reflects no

·9· ·discussion.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Linda, you're making my point.

11· ·You are smart. Just help me with this, just help me with

12· ·this. That's all you're making my point. I'm sorry, Mr.

13· ·Chairman, forgive me, I'm through but I want to get that

14· ·motion going.

15· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Commissioner Davis, yes.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Davis.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I was just wondering, were we

18· ·voting separate from what Commissioner Holley was saying.

19· ·Was it on our agenda to vote for the attorney today?

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Sir, the motion on the floor, just

21· ·like any other motion hit the floor. So that's what we're

22· ·voting on, sir. As you well know, it's proper. It has

23· ·been properly and second.

24· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I didn't ask if it was proper.

25· ·I'm just asking a question, sir.



·1· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay. Any other discussion we

·2· ·ready for the vote?

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Commissioner Burton's virtual hand

·4· ·is raised, Chair Bell.

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burton.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair, you know,

·7· ·I've been calling for some time for us to post the Board

·8· ·of Police Commissioners attorney position because this

·9· ·Board, in order to function properly, needs our own

10· ·attorney. And a lot of times we might need something in

11· ·an immediate fashion instead of going before corporation

12· ·counsel. The question is to my colleague, Jim Holley, who

13· ·often votes down on posting the Board of Police

14· ·Commissioner's attorney position, what made you come to

15· ·your senses to post the position for September? I think

16· ·Mr. Chairman, I think the public wants to know.

17· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Excuse me.

18· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: You convinced me. You convinced

19· ·me. You convinced me.

20· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay, let us move on with the

21· ·vote, please.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: Thank you very much. I'm glad

23· ·that I convinced you, sir.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Vice-Chair Holt.

25· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: I'm voting that we.



·1· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Just go yes or no, ma'am.

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Repeat it, repeat it.

·3· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: I need to know the motion. Voting

·4· ·can delay

·5· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Excuse me. Excuse me, Excuse me,

·6· ·Excuse me. Ms. White, would you state the motion for the

·7· ·record?

·8· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Thank you, Chair Bell.

·9· · · · MRS. WHITE: Yes, through the Chair, the motion was

10· ·to postpone the attorney position or postpone posting the

11· ·attorney position until September.

12· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. Now, Vice-Chair Holt.

13· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT. Yes.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: District 1.

15· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: No.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: District 2.

17· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes, with the reservation that

18· ·I expressed.

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, ma'am. Yes or no, that's all

20· ·we need.

21· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes.

22· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: District 3.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: No.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: District 4. Yes. District 5.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER BURTON: No, it should have been. It



·1· ·should be posted immediately. Not until September.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: District 6.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER CARTER: No.

·4· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: District 7.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER DAVIS: No.

·6· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Hernandez.

·7· · · · COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: To postpone, Yes.

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Jones.

·9· · · · COMMISSIONER JONES: Yes.

10· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Holley.

11· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Yes.

12· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

13· · · · MRS. WHITE: Chair.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes ma'am.

15· · · · MRS. WHITE: There were 6=yes votes and 5=no votes.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Motion passes. Thank you.

17· ·Announcements. Mr. Brown.

18· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair and this

19· ·Honorable Board. These are your days' announcements. Our

20· ·next BOPC virtual meetings are on April 22nd, 2021 at

21· ·3:00 p.m. April 29th, 2021 at 3:00 p.m. And Mr. Chair, if

22· ·it's okay with you. I'll move right into public comments.

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

24· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Through the Chair. I have a

25· ·question. Mr. Brown, do you admit based on hands raised



·1· ·or.

·2· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: No. I admit based on hands raised

·3· ·before 4 o'clock.

·4· · · · VICE-CHAIR HOLT: Oh, okay. Because 3 other people

·5· ·whose hands are raised, they've been raised ever since

·6· ·the onset of the meeting.

·7· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Yes, just do it before 4 o'clock then

·8· ·yes, I'll write them down and in that order,

·9· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Mr. Brown. Let's move

10· ·on.

11· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, your first 3 speakers

12· ·would be Lieutenant Mark Young, President of LSA, CAC

13· ·Chair, Scotty Bowman and Ms. Bernie Smith, Mr. Chair, I

14· ·don't see Lieutenant Young. So we are going to go to Mr.

15· ·Scotty Bowman.

16· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you.

17· · · · MR. BOWMAN: This Monday on April 12th, corporal and

18· ·I use that word consciously because I don't recognize a

19· ·promotion that violence to the charter, Corporal Dwayne

20· ·Jones received an opportunity for another trial so that

21· ·perhaps he could try and be found, not guilty of what he

22· ·was already found guilty of. So this man is not giving

23· ·up. He has no remorse. He's not accepting responsibility

24· ·for the act of violence that he committed against Shelby

25· ·Smith on August 1st of 2018. He should take a clue from



·1· ·the woman who, in spite of any negative thing we can say

·2· ·about her in Milwaukee, at least had the good

·3· ·sense, Minneapolis. I mean the good sense to resign when

·4· ·she realized that she had done wrong on duty. That's what

·5· ·we need to see from Corporal Dwayne Jones. Instead, he

·6· ·keeps fighting this and you know, it should not require a

·7· ·conviction reversing to be fired, but anyway, he keeps

·8· ·fighting this. Meanwhile, Shelby remains captive to line

·9· ·the pockets of serial guardianship abuser, Mary Rowan, as

10· ·part of her plantation. This is not justice. Free Shelby

11· ·Smith and Jones need to fess up and take responsibility

12· ·for what he has done to her. Thank you. Have a nice day.

13· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next speaker will be

14· ·Ms. Bernie Smith.

15· · · · MS. SMITH: Good afternoon, Commissioners. You were a

16· ·lot better than you were last week, so I thank you for

17· ·it. I just want to praise our police department, Detroit

18· ·police, you are the best. I looked all this week about

19· ·what's going on in other cities and we all know what's

20· ·going on, but you got to praise our Detroit police

21· ·department all the way, 100%. We have done things that we

22· ·don't like, but still, we have not brought anything

23· ·against any citizens that says the police put their hands

24· ·on them or they shoot them. So, I feel good today, even

25· ·though you had a little BS going on with you know who.



·1· ·I'm so proud of my police department, I don't know what

·2· ·to do. And I tell them every time I see a squad car, I

·3· ·blow at them and say, be careful and good luck.

·4· · · · MS. SMITH: And we all should give them that kind of

·5· ·kudos. As far as that building is concerned, that Burton

·6· ·keep on talking about, being a member of the 300, 13

·7· ·years ago, that building was under surveillance, then. I

·8· ·was in there and along with more 300 people Jones, you

·9· ·know it, and we were trying our best to do something as

10· ·far as those seniors are concerned. So this is not

11· ·something new that Burton's bringing it up. You have to

12· ·get in there and constantly be advised on what's going on

13· ·in there. It was an uncle that was being terminated, in

14· ·other words, his nephew was selling drugs out of his

15· ·apartment. We busted that up. So 300, they need to get

16· ·behind that. I'm not going to be asking the police to do

17· ·everything, but they do the best they can. But the fact

18· ·is that building has been in that kind of condition for

19· ·the last 10 years, as far as I know. And it's not going

20· ·to get any better until someone that's more involved in

21· ·the building that will come in there and talk with those

22· ·people and let them know that they got help. Burton, you

23· ·can't do anything about it because you don't know how to

24· ·talk to people anyway, but the fact is Detroit, I'm proud

25· ·of you.



·1· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next speaker would be

·2· ·Minister Eric Blunt.

·3· · · · MINISTER BLUNT: Can you hear me, Board?

·4· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes, sir.

·5· · · · MINISTER BLUNT: Yes. Please hire an attorney as soon

·6· ·as possible. And I voted for the previous attorney

·7· ·Jermaine Wyrick due to his wisdom supplied to this Board,

·8· ·to fire Corporal Dwayne Jones. And if this Board had

·9· ·honored his wisdom, it would have avoided many difficult

10· ·situations. I am again, angered by this Board's

11· ·continuous corrupt strategy to avoid issues of police

12· ·misconduct, which is primarily directed toward people of

13· ·color and specifically black men. And it is this Board's

14· ·primary purpose. Just review the injured officer report,

15· ·their names, and their rank, the Precinct they worked

16· ·from and on and on, and please stop the Chief's report

17· ·out on crime. It only gives the Commissioners the

18· ·opportunity to run their game on diverging. The State of

19· ·Michigan and the Detroit Police Department are just

20· ·inches away from being another Minnesota.

21· · · · MINISTER BLUNT: Recall the City of Grand Rapids is

22· ·going before the Michigan Supreme Court to get permission

23· ·to detain fingerprint and photograph citizens under

24· ·reasonable suspicion, but they do not arrest them, and

25· ·not surprisingly, the vast majority of these are black



·1· ·males. This is after Governor Whitmore declared that

·2· ·racism is a public health crisis and the State of

·3· ·Michigan. And here in Detroit, this year marks the 5th

·4· ·anniversary of the CORE report generated from within the

·5· ·Detroit Police Department that detailed and warned Chief

·6· ·Craig of the growing and widespread institutional racism

·7· ·within the Detroit Police Department. This week, various

·8· ·news articles from across the nation highlight other

·9· ·police department and civilian oversight Board and their

10· ·meaningful effort to address racism. And they clearly.

11· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next three speakers

12· ·would be Overwith, followed by Ms. Tawana Petty, followed

13· ·by Ms. Lory Parks. Overwith.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Next speaker.

15· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Miss Petty,

16· · · · MS. PETTY: Can you hear me?

17· · · · COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Yes, we can.

18· · · · MS. PETTY: Okay. In listening to the crime stats

19· ·regularly, it's become pretty clear to me that the crime

20· ·is not being reduced. The only crime that's being reduced

21· ·is property crime. And that's because we're in a pandemic

22· ·and people are working from home that was foreseeable

23· ·that property crime would go down. More people are

24· ·occupying their homes. And so I think that we really do

25· ·need to look at the millions upon millions upon millions



·1· ·of dollars that are being spent on project Greenlight,

·2· ·face recognition, and all these other forms of mass

·3· ·surveillance. That's not having an impact on crime. It's

·4· ·you know, the community members want to be safe. And if

·5· ·we really care about safety, then we'll invest in the

·6· ·things that reduce the quality of life issues in the

·7· ·community. Surveillance has never equal safety. It will

·8· ·never equal safety and adding more and more money into

·9· ·those programs is not going to change things.

10· · · · MS. PETTY: It's just going to put our communities

11· ·into social control, social credit system. And I just

12· ·finally want to say, if you look at predominantly white

13· ·communities, they're not being surveilled, we're being

14· ·contained with surveillance drones, surveillance

15· ·helicopters, surveillance ShotSpotter, surveillance cell

16· ·phone tracking, and surveillance traffic cameras. I mean

17· ·every single thing is connected to surveillance and

18· ·nothing is enhancing the quality of life of our

19· ·residents. And at the end of the day, officers want to be

20· ·safe. Residents want to be safe. The community wants to

21· ·be safe. Surveillance is not safety. Thank you.

22· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, we'll go back to Overwith.

23· ·No, likely hung up. Overwith.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr. Brown, we don't want to go

25· ·back. Let's go forward. They haven't responded, please.



·1· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Okay. Ms. Parks.

·2· · · · MS. PARKS: Yes. Thank you for taking my call. I want

·3· ·to say it's about Commissioner Burton. It seems to me

·4· ·that he has a real, some kind of animosity towards the

·5· ·Commissioner Burden. And I want to talk about what the

·6· ·police Commissioners actually are supposed to be doing. I

·7· ·know that there are police that is on the force now that

·8· ·can't even go testify for any kind of crimes that have

·9· ·been committed because they are liars. So that needs to

10· ·be addressed. The facial recognition. I mean, how can you

11· ·have facial recognition when you guys just had the

12· ·contract renewed when we are wearing sunglasses, masks,

13· ·and hats. So how can you identify people with facial

14· ·recognition? And I mean, it doesn't make any sense to me.

15· ·I don't hear anything about what the Chief is doing or

16· ·the officers that cannot testify because they are known

17· ·liars on the police force. The police that live outside

18· ·of our city, you guys know that they don't really give a

19· ·care about this city. So we need to really be looking at

20· ·how can get our police officers to live back in our

21· ·community so that we can feel safe. We don't have to have

22· ·all of these cameras and phone tracking and all of those

23· ·things that the caller before me talked about. I want to

24· ·feel safe in my neighborhood. It's not for four houses on

25· ·the block that I occupy and I don't feel safe. I have to



·1· ·have all kinds of lighting and everything around there so

·2· ·that I can feel safe. So I want you guys to do your job

·3· ·making sure that the police are police. Thank you,

·4· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next speaker will be

·5· ·Ms. Michelle. George.

·6· · · · MS. GEORGE: Mr. Brown.

·7· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Yes, ma'am.

·8· · · · MS. GEORGE: Hi, Mr. Brown. To the Chair to the Board

·9· ·of Police Commissioners. I came in late. I didn't get

10· ·the, I think it is AC Stair. I don't know if she was the

11· ·Assistant Chief speaking, but I want to say right now we

12· ·are in our virtual national network convention. That's in

13· ·New York, but it's virtual. And I know there was Chief

14· ·Craig. I was reading on Fox Business on the news. He was

15· ·talking about the young man that was killed and the

16· ·mothers, yesterday on our panel, Sybrina Fulton, Trayvon

17· ·Martin's mom, Ms. Carr, Eric Gardener's mom, Ms. Clark,

18· ·Devon Clark's mom. And I'm trying to think of the other,

19· ·Oh Ms. McFarden, Michael Brown's mom. They talked about

20· ·media demonizing their children. And now we're about to

21· ·bury Ms. Kaddie's son. So we would appreciate with these

22· ·moms it's the PTSD dealing with George Floyd.

23· · · · MS. GEORGE: I'm scared now if the police ever

24· ·stopped me. So I would appreciate if Chief Craig does not

25· ·demonize the children that are afraid that they saw the



·1· ·light leave out of George Floyd, they're going to be

·2· ·scared of the police. Like I am too if they stopped me.

·3· ·So I just wanted to ask the Assistant Chief, could you

·4· ·please tell Chief Craig that now with that being said,

·5· ·what the representative Rasheda Talib said, no, we cannot

·6· ·get rid of the police. They're shooting every hour with

·7· ·the crime. So we cannot abolish the police. There have to

·8· ·be some other things. We do appreciate the police

·9· ·officers that put their lives on the line every day. I'm

10· ·working on giving Detroit police officers more money. But

11· ·the shooting of unarmed blacks, all of this is unrelated

12· ·to one issue don't mean the other. So I just want Chief

13· ·Craig to be cognizant. Our attorney talked about that.

14· ·Please do not demonize these mom's black children after

15· ·they have to bury them, and she's burying her, trying to

16· ·get - we planning things to bury her son.

17· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Mr. Chair Ms. George was your last

18· ·speaker unless you want me to go back to Overwith?

19· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: We are moving forward. Thank you.

20· · · · MR. ROB BROWN: Okay,

21· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: The Chair will entertain a motion

22· ·for a closed session.

23· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: My hands up, Mr. Chair.

24· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burch. Yes ma'am.

25· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Sir, before you went to the



·1· ·public comment, I had my hand up.

·2· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Sorry.

·3· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: It's okay. Because you were in

·4· ·new business. And so I just wanted to share. Next week

·5· ·could you bring a report back to the Board of Police

·6· ·Commissioners? And if they know, please call me, what is

·7· ·the procedure for Mr. Alvin Stokes who's overall the

·8· ·community relations meetings. Who has the authority to

·9· ·mute at these meetings? And if a person is being accused

10· ·of certain things within the community, and that person

11· ·is not, there is the protocol for them to continue

12· ·speaking about the issue. So I want Ms. Melanie, if

13· ·you're writing to make sure of what is the process, who

14· ·mutes who at a community relations meeting.

15· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Commissioner Burch, my

16· ·understanding that we don't have any authority over that

17· ·police-community board. I assume that like the 5th

18· ·Precinct and your Precinct, that works with the

19· ·Commander, of that Precinct. I assume that might be the

20· ·Deputy Chief Neighborhoods Bettison would be interacting

21· ·with Mr. Stokes in terms of citywide.

22· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: So I should go to DC Bettison?

23· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Well, my understanding, yes, but

24· ·you can bring it to the attention of the Chief Office or

25· ·we will bring it to the attention of the Chief Officer



·1· ·for you. That's sufficient?

·2· · · · COMMISSIONER BURCH: Yes sir. Thank you.

·3· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay. Thank you. The Chair will

·4· ·now take a motion for the closed session.

·5· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: So moved.

·6· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: No, you have to state the

·7· ·reason on the record. Mr. Chairman.

·8· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Personnel matter, let’s state why

·9· ·we brought it here. Thank you.

10· · · · COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I move that we go into closed

11· ·session to discuss personnel matters regarding the Board

12· ·of Police Commissioners.

13· · · · COMMISSIONER BROWN: Support.

14· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. It's been properly

15· ·moved and supported. Those in favor. Aye.

16· · · · ALL: AYE.

17· · · · CHAIRPERSON BELL: Those opposed. Motion carries.

18· ·Thank you.

19· · · · · · · · ·(Meeting Adjourned 5:00p.m.)
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